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I. ATHLETIC COUNCIL OVERVIEW

According to Section 3: paragraph 5-3-1 of the Bylaws of the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst’s Faculty Senate, The Athletic Council… 

“shall implement the ‘Statement of Athletic Policy’ adopted by the Board of Trustees on 
February 14, 1957, and any resolution which the board may adopt thereafter. 
Consistent with present policies on admissions and academic standards, the 
Intercollegiate Athletic Program shall be developed to a point where it is representative 
of the best efforts of the University, with aims and ideals of achievement comparable to 
those expected of the academic departments. This development shall proceed in accord 
with policies and regulations of the NCAA, and all athletic conferences in which the 
University maintains membership. The Intramural Athletic Program shall be staffed and 
equipped to meet the needs of all students who desire to participate, and the University 
shall encourage participation through a varied program including sports with carry- 
over value for life after graduation. All athletic accounts shall be open to review by the 
President of the Student Government Association or a designee. This council shall 
submit an annual report both to the Faculty Senate and the Undergraduate Senate, 
which shall include a detailed breakdown of all athletic program budgets. 

A. Introduction. In accordance with its mission, the Athletic Council (hereafter the
Council or AC) held seven regularly scheduled meetings during the academic year 2019
– 2020, three in the fall semester and four in the spring semester. The seven
subcommittees (Academic Success, Equity and Diversity, Finance, Facilities, Student
Conduct and Compliance, Student-Athlete Health & Welfare, and Vision) met at least
once outside the regularly scheduled meeting times to focus on issues within their
purview and produced a report of their activities. Each subcommittee report appears as
part of this report in the Appendices.

The Council’s meetings were organized around an agenda that normally included: (1) 
brief overviews from coaches of varsity teams, (2) brief reports from representatives of 
the Athletic Department, (3) discussion of items of current interest to the Council, (4) 
reports from the subcommittees, and (5) reports from invited guests.  

Last year’s Athletic department representatives included Ryan Bamford (Athletic 
Director); Kirsten Britton (Senior Associate Athletic Director for Sport Administration 
and Senior Women’s Administrator); Amanda Ekabutr (Director of Student-Athlete 
Development); Matthew Komer (Director of Academic Success); Alan Pandiani  
(Associate Athletic Director for External Operations); Ariel Pesante (Associate Athletic 
Director for Governance and Compliance); Sean Quinn (Associate Athletic Director for 
Administration and Finance); Anthony Rosati (Assistant Athletic Director for 
Facilities); Matthew Shadeed (Director of Sports Performance)  
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During the 2019-2020 academic year, the Council met with the following head 
coaches: Walt Bell (Football), Eric Carcich (Women’s Rowing), Greg Carvel (Ice 
Hockey), and Barb Weinberg (Field Hockey). The Council also met with Hailey 
Leidel (Women’s Basketball) in a student-athlete highlight.   

UNIVERSITY MINI ADQAD REVIEW (Appendix 1) 

In February – April 2020, the Department of Athletics partnered with a group of internal 
and external staff to conduct a comprehensive review of the Athletics Academic Success 
program. A review was necessary to ensure that progress is continually being made and 
the four objectives outlined in the strategic vision are executed to their fullest potential. 
Several recommendations and action items were created in summer 2020 from this 
review and several objectives are currently being implemented as part of the department’s 
strategic vision. 

Focal points for the Academic Success review included: 
• Newly released strategic vision should provide the foundation for the future of

UMass Athletics.
• Excellent customer service for all student-athletes.
• Clear structure, support and plan for all student-athletes especially those most at-

risk admitted to the University.
• Review of the Registration Appointment Modification process and provide

recommendation for potential changes to improve student-athlete welfare in
addition to reducing the number of student-athletes missing proactive and athletic
competitions for required classes.

• Review of the Learning Enhancement Program and its effectiveness to meet the
needs of the student-athletes.

• Recommendations on staff structure.
• Leadership of the unit to provide consistent message regarding day to day

expectations for leading the Office of Academic Success.
• Review of the current reporting structure with a straight line to Athletics or the

potential for a dotted line reporting structure to the Office of the Provost.

ACADEMIC HIGHLIGHTS 

Statistics from the 2019-2020 Academic Year (+/- compared to previous academic year) 

Academic Year student-athlete GPA: 3.41 
Cumulative student-athlete GPA: 3.31 

• Perfect GPA (4.00)
• Fall: 43 student-athletes (-3)
• Spring: 200 student-athletes (+155)

• Dean’s list (3.50 and above)
• Fall: 247 student-athletes (+23)
• Spring: 340 student-athletes (+112)
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• Atlantic 10 Honor roll (3.00 and above - cumulative)
• 379 student-athletes (+72)

• Maroon Scholars (3.00 and above - semester)
• Fall: 429 student-athletes (+12)
• Spring: 529 student-athletes (+136)

• Single Year Graduation Success Rate: 87% (+1 from 2013-14 cohort)
• Single Year Academic Progress Rate (APR): 986 (-7)
• Multiyear (4 year) Academic Progress Rate (APR): 985 (+2)
• Cumulative GPA above 3.00 - 18 out of 21 teams
• Cumulative GPA above 3.30 – 10 out of 21 teams

Football-Specific Information: 

• The 2020 Summer Session I team GPA was 3.028.
• The Football Academic Progress Rate (APR) has increased a total of 35 points

over the past 4 years, including a 24 point jump from 2018-19 (950) to 2019-20
(974).

• The Football Single-Year Academic Progress Rate (APR) is at its highest ever at
974 (2019-20).

TOP FIVE MAJORS OF STUDENT ATHLETES 2019-2020 
(number of athletes, percent of student-athletes) 

1. Kinesiology (53, 7.6%)
2. Public Health (51, 7.3%)
3. Communication (48, 6.9%)
4. Sport Management (48, 6.9%)
5. Psychology (33, 4.7%)

*58 student-athletes were also in Honors College and 46 student-athletes had a 2nd major.

REMOTE LEARNING 

In March 2020, all of campus shifted to remote learning as a result of the Covid-19 
pandemic. All Academic Success staff were remote at that time as a result of the 
University decision to only have essential staff on campus. Almost all of our student-
athletes returned to their hometowns to finish the rest of the academic semester. 
Academic Success staff were successful in transitioning to support student-athletes 
virtually during this challenging time. All staff meetings and appointments with academic 
counselors, tutoring and student learning assistants were all virtual. In order to help 
students through this difficult period, campus approved that almost all courses in an 
undergraduate student’s Spring 2020 schedule were eligible for elective pass/fail and all 
completed courses with passing grades under elective pass/fail were available for use 
towards academic requirements.  
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ACADEMIC PROGRESS RATE (APR) EXPLAINED 

According to the NCAA, the APR, or Academic Progress Rate, holds institutions 
accountable for the academic progress of their student-athletes through a team-based 
metric that accounts for the eligibility and retention of each student-athlete for each 
academic term. 

The APR is calculated as follows: 
• Each student-athlete receiving athletically-related financial aid earns one point for

staying in school and one point for being academically eligible.
• A team’s total points are divided by points possible and then multiplied by 1,000

to equal the team’s APR.
• In addition to a team’s current-year APR, its rolling four-year APR is also used to

determine accountability.

Teams must earn a four-year average APR of 930 to compete in NCAA championships.  

C. Council Structure. The membership list of the Council includes eight faculty
members (appointed by the Faculty Senate), three members appointed by the Alumni
Association, five ex-officio members (Director of Athletics, NCAA Faculty Athletics
Representative, Secretary of the Faculty Senate, a designee from the office of the Vice
Chancellor for University Advancement, a designee from the Alumni Association, and
eight student members (with one student slot reserved for the SGA president or
designee, and one student slot reserved for the president of the Graduate Student Senate
or a designee). The full roster of the Athletic Council appears on the cover page of this
document. Each member of the Athletic Council is also appointed to two or three of the
seven subcommittees. Each committee met at least once, and submitted a final report on
the 2019-2020 academic year. These reports are included in the appendices at the end of
this report.

D. Meetings Schedule – 2019-2020 Academic Year.

Meetings took place on: 
Fall Semester 2019: September 27, October 18, November 22  
Spring Semester 2020: January 24, February 21, March 27, April 17 

II. OVERVIEW OF THE ATHLETIC COUNCIL’S 2019-2020 ACTIVITIES

The Athletic Council is responsible for making recommendations on policy and 
providing advice on general operations of the Department of Athletics at the University 
of Massachusetts Amherst. The Department of Athletics has long been visible regionally 
and nationally, achieving success both in the classroom and on the playing fields among 
its 21 athletic teams and nearly 700 student athletes. The University maintains its long 
tradition of balance between academics and athletics. 
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Athletic Department Hiring 

Several new staff members were hired or promoted during the 2019-2020 academic 
year. Those included: 

- Jay Burnham hired as the Director of Broadcasting
- Erin Cox hired as the Director of Compliance
- Nicole Gabana hired as the Director of Sport Psychology
- Warren Hayden promoted to the Director of Ticket Sales and Operations
- Matthew Houde hired as the Assistant Athletic Director of Communications
and Public Relations

New head coach hired between 1 July 2019 and 30 June 2020 includes: 
- Eric Carcich, Women’s Rowing

Facilities Improvements (Appendix 4) 

Several facilities-related were made during the reporting period. Major renovations were 
made to the Boyden Academic Center, also known as the Bob and Marianne Foote 
Academic Success Center, (paid for with privately-raised funds). Several women’s locker 
rooms in Boyden were upgraded, including lacrosse, field hockey, soccer, and softball. 
Men’s and women’s showers in Boyden were renovated, and new wall and storage area 
added. Branding was added to the basketball courts, lobby, and weight room in the 
Champions Center. 

Several projects were reported to be underway or in planning stages. These included a 
new practice soccer field on the west end of the Lower Boyden Fields, an indoor practice 
facility for athletics and recreation located on the west side of the stadium (and was 
completed in November 2019), new concession stands, restrooms, handicap access ramps 
and new score board are slated for installation at McGuirk stadium, and three artificial 
turf fields on Lower Boyden Fields for use by Campus Recreation. The basketball court 
in the Mullings Center were also resurfaced. Several upgrades to HVAC systems in 
Boyden are scheduled. A new scoreboard is scheduled to be installed at Garber Field, 
paid for by lacrosse donors. (Note that most of these projects have already been 
completed at the time of this report.) 

UMass hosted several conference championships, including softball, track and field, and 
men’s lacrosse. Facilities purchased a new (and badly needed) turf utility vehicle and a 
new mower.  

Strategic Plan (Appendix 8) 

In October 2019, the Athletics Department Strategic Vision was publicly released and is 
attached to this report as Appendix 8. The athletics executive staff met quarterly to 
review objectives and provide updates on the strategic priorities. As the 2019-20 year 
closed, the long-term threat of COVID-19 necessitated a full department assessment of 
the vision and department objectives. This assessment will continue in earnest in 2020-21 
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and will review in great detail all of the sport programs, units and resource allocations as 
part of the Athletic Department’s overall strategic plan. The measures of success, as 
defined in the department’s vision, will continue to be examined annually to ensure that 
the established benchmarks are achieved.  

Concussion Treatment and Prevention 

Jeff Smith (Senior Associate Athletic Director for Internal Operations and former Head 
Athletic Trainer) addressed the Council on the topics of student-athlete health and 
welfare. As in previous years, the discussion centered on concussions and protocols that 
are in place for athletes who are suspected of having sustained a concussion. The 
Department has a “Return to Play” protocol, which is used to formalize the procedure 
used to determine when a player can participate in an activity at a pre-injury level, as 
well as a “Return to Learn” protocol that provides guidance on resumption of academic 
pursuits.  

The NCAA recommends ImPACT testing, which is a computerized neurocognitive test 
to establish baseline measurements that subsequently help evaluate and manage 
concussions. Currently, only freshmen who participate in impact sports are tested to 
establish baselines. Sufficient resources are not available to test everyone. The 
Department continues to seek funding sources that will enable the staff to conduct the 
baseline measurements at the beginning of practice for all student-athletes in “contact” 
sports. In addition to focused and qualified treatment, Jeff Smith is concentrating on 
concussion prevention and education. For example, special helmets are utilized in 
football practices and coaches closely monitor contact. Smith communicates with each 
team’s players, coaches, and athletic trainers to educate them on symptoms and 
encourage reporting. The perception is that players are much less likely to hide a head 
injury, and more likely to seek treatment, than in previous years. Another part of the 
discussion centered on the occurrence of concussions in non-varsity sport activities (e.g., 
intramural sports, club sports). While the Athletic Department is not in a position to 
directly address those issues, the Council members recognize that concussion prevention 
should be a key part of Campus Recreation’s educational efforts. 

The Athletic Department’s Concussion Management Program is attached as Appendix 9. 

Pro-forma Financials and Athletic Budget 

The financial report, presented in a format requested by the Faculty Senate, is provided in 
Appendix 5. 

Pro-forma Activities and Data from Sub-Committee Reports  
Sub-committee reports summarizing 2019-2020 activities and data for 
Student Conduct and Compliance (Appendix 2), Equity and Diversity (Appendix 3), 
and Student-Athlete Health and Welfare (Appendix 6) subcommittee reports 

The Minutes of the Athletic Council are posted online at the Faculty Senate site and 
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may be reviewed for more detailed discussion and review of topics, invited guests and 
vote outcomes of the Council and its recommendations.  

Appendices 

Appendix 1. Academic Success subcommittee report 
Appendix 2. Student Conduct and Compliance subcommittee report  
Appendix 3. Equity and Diversity subcommittee report 
Appendix 4. Facilities subcommittee report 
Appendix 5. Financial narrative and spreadsheet 
Appendix 6. Student-Athlete Health and Welfare subcommittee report 
Appendix 7. Vision subcommittee report 
Appendix 8. Athletics Strategic Vision document 
Appendix 9. Concussion management plan 
Appendix 10. Athletics Department COVID protocols 
Appendix 11. Organizational chart for Department of Athletics 
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Athletic Council Subcommittee on Academic Success 
2019-20 Academic Year 

 
The Academic sub-committee of the Athletic Council is charged with overseeing the academic 
performance of student-athletes. This includes team graduation rates, team GPA, and academic 
progress. The sub-committee also addresses issues pertinent to the academic performance and 
support services (e.g., tutoring) that is provided to student-athletes.  
 
Members of the sub-committee: Kirstin Kay (Chair), Sid Ferreira, Taylor Blow, Kyle Kendall, and 
Dr. Rebecca Spencer. 
 
Athletic Staff Liaison: Matt Komer (Director of Academic Success) 
 
ACADEMIC HIGHLIGHTS 
 
Statistics from the 2019-2020 Academic Year (+/- compared to previous academic year) 
  
Academic Year student-athlete GPA: 3.41 
Cumulative student-athlete GPA: 3.31 
 

• Perfect GPA (4.00) 
• Fall: 43 student-athletes (-3) 
• Spring: 200 student-athletes (+155) 

• Dean’s list (3.50 and above)  
• Fall: 247 student-athletes (+23) 
• Spring: 340 student-athletes (+112)  

• Atlantic 10 Honor roll (3.00 and above - cumulative)  
• 379 student-athletes (+72) 

• Maroon Scholars (3.00 and above - semester) 
• Fall: 429 student-athletes (+12) 
• Spring: 529 student-athletes (+136) 

• Single Year Graduation Success Rate: 87% (+1 from 2013-14 cohort) 
• Single Year Academic Progress Rate (APR): 986 (-7) 
• Multiyear (4 year) Academic Progress Rate (APR): 985 (+2) 
• Cumulative GPA above 3.00 - 18 out of 21 teams 
• Cumulative GPA above 3.30 – 10 out of 21 teams 

Football Specific Information: 

• The 2020 Summer Session I team GPA was 3.028. 
• The Football Academic Progress Rate (APR) has increased a total of 35 points over the past 4 

years, including a 24 point jump from 2018-19 (950) to 2019-20 (974). 
• The Football Single-Year Academic Progress Rate (APR) is at its highest ever at 974 (2019-

20). 
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TOP FIVE MAJORS OF STUDENT ATHLETES 2019-2020 
(number of athletes, percent of student-athletes) 

1. Kinesiology (53, 7.6%) 
2. Public Health (51, 7.3%) 
3. Communication (48, 6.9%) 
4. Sport Management (48, 6.9%) 
5. Psychology (33, 4.7%) 

 
*58 student-athletes were also in Honors College and 46 student-athletes had a 2nd major. 
 
REMOTE LEARNING 
 
In March 2020, all of campus shifted to remote learning as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. All 
Academic Success staff were remote at that time as a result of the University decision to only have 
essential staff on campus. Almost all of our student-athletes returned to their hometowns to finish the 
rest of the academic semester. Academic Success staff were successful in transitioning to support 
student-athletes virtually during this challenging time. All staff meetings and appointments with 
academic counselors, tutoring and student learning assistants were all virtual. In order to help 
students through this difficult period, campus approved that almost all courses in an undergraduate 
student’s Spring 2020 schedule were eligible for elective pass/fail and all completed courses with 
passing grades under elective pass/fail were available for use towards academic requirements.  
 
ACADEMIC PROGRESS RATE (APR) EXPLAINED 
 
According to the NCAA, the APR, or Academic Progress Rate, holds institutions accountable for the 
academic progress of their student-athletes through a team-based metric that accounts for the 
eligibility and retention of each student-athlete for each academic term. 
 
The APR is calculated as follows: 

• Each student-athlete receiving athletically-related financial aid earns one point for staying in 
school and one point for being academically eligible. 

• A team’s total points are divided by points possible and then multiplied by 1,000 to equal the 
team’s APR. 

• In addition to a team’s current-year APR, its rolling four-year APR is also used to determine 
accountability. 
 

Teams must earn a four-year average APR of 930 to compete in NCAA championships.  
 
In June 2018, the Department of Athletics partnered with Forward Progress Consulting to conduct a 
robust analysis of data to help generate avenues for qualification for NCAA revenue distribution 
funds.  The result of this analysis was that the best chance was to keep the single-year department-
wide average APR at or above 985.  As a result, policies were put into place to help drive success.  A 
partnership with admissions led to more transparent information to help coaches and sport program 
administrators evaluate the academic profile of prospective student-athletes (see below).  A 
committee was formed consisting of the Director of Athletics, the Senior Associate Athletic 
Director/Senior Woman Administrator, the Associate Athletic Director for Governance and 
Compliance, and the Associate Athletic Director/Director of Academic Success to evaluate and take 
action on APR support/remedy.  The overall department-wide APR for 2019-2020 was 986. 
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ATHLETICS AND ADMISSIONS 
 
In conjunction with the University’s Office of Enrollment Management, a partnership has been 
formed to provide transparency and information regarding the admissions process.  This led to the 
creation and dissemination of Academic Rating (AR) levels.  This information has been provided to 
coaches and staff in an effort to provide them with the ability to construct their recruiting classes with 
a focus on a prospective student-athlete’s academic profile. 
 
The following information was disseminated to coaches, to include the following: 

• Whether the prospect would fit within the profile of the regular student body or would be a 
Massachusetts Board of Higher Education (BHE) exception. 

• Any merit money awarded to out-of-state and international students. 
• If the prospect could gain admission to a specific major or exploratory track. 
• The overall APR results tied to each AR level for student-athletes for previous academic 

years (2012-2019). 
 
An Admissions/APR oversight group consisting of the Director of Athletics, the Senior Associate 
Athletic Director/Senior Woman Administrator, the Associate Athletic Director for Governance and 
Compliance, and the Associate Athletic Director/Director of Academic Success was created to 
analyze trends, forecast academic schedule outcomes and provide sport program administrators and 
coaches with the impact of admissions decisions on the APR performance for each team. 
 
STUDENT-ATHLETE AND COACH COMMUNICATION 
 
An area of focus for the Academic Success office in 2019-20 was to provide more effective 
communication to our student-athletes as well as our coaching staff and sport program 
administrators.  
 
This past year, all student-athletes were given access to and have received updates via our Academic 
Success Moodle page. Moodle is a campus-wide platform that our students are familiar with as it is 
used for many of their courses. Since they utilize Moodle on a daily basis, they will see the link to 
the Academic Success page whenever they log into Moodle.  The Academic Success Moodle page 
will be used as an official communications platform for all things related to the Academic Success 
office, this includes general announcements, tutoring, SAAC, and any upcoming events. This page is 
a vault of information that is continually updated and any new information generates an automatic 
email notification.  
 
The Academic Success Moodle page has been essential in the Academic Success communication 
outreach. All coaches will have access to the Coaches Section which includes practice schedules, 
New Student Orientation information, recruiting materials, and more. All coaches and sport 
administrators have access to the student-athlete portion of the Moodle page as well to ensure 
consistent communication from the Academic Success office to all relevant parties. The information 
on the Moodle page will frame conversations between coaches and current and potential student-
athletes.  
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ADVISING 
 
Academic Success works with advisors in each college/school/department.  Each semester all 
student-athletes are required to follow a “Advising & Registration” process initiated by Academic 
Success.  All students must clear their registration holds by a specific date, meet with an Advisor in 
Academic Success to brainstorm scheduling plans, meet with their specific 
college/school/department Advisor to finalize scheduling plans, and return a form signed by the 
college/school/department Advisor to Academic Success. 
 
Registration Appointment Modification (RAM) is a campus initiative that allows students to register 
at the beginning of their class appointment times each semester.  Approved for RAM by the 
Registrar’s Office, 89% of all student-athletes were able to register within 4 hours of their specific 
appointment time.  Student-athletes are appreciative of the opportunity and have identified it as an 
important part in their overall experience. 
 
In spring 2020, student-athletes, in addition to students in other campus groups (i.e. Band, ROTC, 
etc.), were granted additional priority registration time for our student-athletes. This opportunity has 
allowed our academics staff to better support a more proactive degree planning and curricular 
pathways approach. This gives our student-athletes the ability to minimize practice conflicts, and 
provides greater flexibility for course and major selection. 
 
PROGRESS REPORTS / ACADEMIC ALERT INITIATIVE  
 
The UMass Amherst Academic Alert initiative partners with instructors and advisors to connect 
undergraduate students with the resources needed to meet the rigors of college-level academic work 
and expectations. Through a coordinated referral network, students are guided toward resources that 
support mastery of course content and academic skill development. 
 
The department of Academic Success and university Student Success units partner to implement the 
UMass Academic Alert initiative. Academic Success staff request course progress information for all 
student-athletes at key points in the semester. Differing from 'anytime' Academic Alert referrals, 
Athletics requests information on all students, those students doing well and those students 
struggling. 
 
Academic Success staff sends progress reports to faculty and teaching assistants (if they have been 
appropriately assigned in SPIRE) through the University’s EAB Navigate platform throughout the 
academic year.  There are three requests for progress during the fall and spring semesters, and one 
request in winter and both summer terms. The current rate of return is about 20%.  These reports are 
invaluable to the Academic Success staff in helping student-athletes to be successful in the 
classroom.  In addition, Academic Success is working with Student Success on campus to both 
increase the rate of return and gather the information in other ways.  Academic Success staff were 
granted observer access to grades for the Moodle platform to better support and monitor students’ 
academic success and progress towards degree. In 2020-2021, campus and athletics staff are 
partnering to obtain similar access with Blackboard.  
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OBJECTIVE BASED STUDY HALL PROGRAM (OBSH) 
 
Individual student-athletes are required to participate in OBSH based on pre-determined criteria that 
is evaluated each semester.  Students no longer accumulate a certain amount of time in the Foote 
Academic Success Center. All students are placed into Red, Yellow, or Green group based on risk-
level at the beginning of each semester which is determined by several sets of criteria, not just 
GPA/Test Scores and Credits.  Their “study hall” requirement will be satisfied by the completion of a 
list of tasks that are put together with the help of an Academic Success Counselor at the beginning of 
each week.  The OBSH program hires two Graduate Student Interns from each year to assist with 
check ins/check outs, grade reporting of students, and data collection for the Yellow and Green 
student-athletes.   
 
OBSH is for the following groups of student-athletes: 

• All student-athletes in the Red and Yellow groups. 
• Incoming (freshmen and transfers) in the Green group. 

 
OBSH is a 3-step process: 

1. Student-athletes fill out a weekly objective sheet with assistance during their assigned team 
OBSH block. 

2. Student-athletes complete everything on their weekly objective sheet, with or without formal 
academic support. 

3. Student-athletes must obtain verification or provide proof that they have completed all 
objectives, and an Academic Success Counselor will then sign off that they have completed 
their requirements. 

 
Coaches receive an individual weekly report for those in the Red group and a separate weekly OBSH 
report of those who did/did not complete their objectives for the week, along with any reported 
grades.  This keeps coaches updated on the progress of their student-athletes and allows for 
opportunities for positive reinforcement or corrective action. 
 
ROBERT ’62 AND MARIANNE ’77 FOOTE ACADEMIC SUCCESS CENTER 
MASSACHUSETTS ATHLETICS ACADEMIC SUCCESS SUITE 
  
The project, completed in the 2018-19 academic year, was a complete renovation and modernization 
of the existing academic support space in the building along with enhanced meeting and office space 
for student-athletes and the academic success staff. It now offers UMass student-athletes more space 
and better technology for individual, group and collaborative learning while providing 
comprehensive resources overall. 
   
The new academic area supports environments for academic advising, learning specialists, one-on-
one and group tutoring, workshops and seminars, and private rooms for individual counseling. The 
facility also includes three expansive lounge areas to foster peer-to-peer learning among student-
athletes from all sports. 
  
More specifically, the academic success center and new offices increased its overall size from 4,000 
square feet to over 6,000. It offers movable lounge furniture to support group tutoring sessions and 
independent learning. Every room has updated technology including flat screen monitors, computers, 
and Solstice screen-sharing pods. 
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A new, central academic advising office, the Massachusetts Athletics Academic Success Suite, was 
also created. This space houses eight full-time academic staff members, becoming the hub of 
interaction between learning professionals and student-athletes, while offering spaces for private one-
on-one tutoring sessions. 
  
In 2019-20, it was open for student-athlete use from 4:00 PM to 10:00 PM on Sunday, 9:00 AM to 
10:00 PM Monday through Thursday, and 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM on Friday.  
 
UNIVERSITY MINI ADQAD REVIEW 
 
In February – April 2020, the department of athletics partnered with a group of internal and external 
staff to conduct a comprehensive review of the Athletics Academic Success program. A review was 
necessary to ensure that progress is continually being made and the four objectives outlined in the 
strategic vision are executed to their fullest potential. Several recommendations and action items 
were created in summer 2020 from this review and several objectives are currently being 
implemented as part of the department’s strategic vision. 
 
Focal points for the academic success review included: 

• Newly released strategic vision should provide the foundation for the future of UMass 
Athletics. 

• Excellent customer service for all student-athletes. 
• Clear structure, support and plan for all student-athletes especially those most at-risk 

admitted to the University. 
• Review of the Registration Appointment Modification process and provide recommendation 

for potential changes to improve student-athlete welfare in addition to reducing the number 
of student-athletes missing proactive and athletic competitions for required classes. 

• Review of the Learning Enhancement Program and its effectiveness to meet the needs of the 
student-athletes. 

• Recommendations on staff structure.  
• Leadership of the unit to provide consistent message regarding day to day expectations for 

leading the Office of Academic Success. 
• Review of the current reporting structure with a straight line to Athletics or the potential for a 

dotted line reporting structure to the Office of the Provost. 
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Athletic Council Subcommittee on Student Conduct and Compliance 
Coverage Period --- June 2019 – June 2020  

 
Members: 
Athletic Department Staff: 
Ariel “AP” Pesante, Associate AD of Compliance 
Carol Ford, Assistant AD of Compliance 
Erin Cox, Director of Compliance 
Kacey Light, Director of Compliance 
 
Faculty and Alumni Representatives from the Athletic Council: 
Rebecca Spencer, Faculty Athletic Representative 
Rod Warnick, Professor, Faculty Representative and Chair 
Diane Barstow, HTM Alumni 
Nicole Melton, Faculty   
 
Excused: P. Vittum, Retired Faculty and AC Member   
 
Violation Reports 
This covers violations that were filed or decided on during the June 2019 – June 2020 period.     
 
The Compliance Office has reviewed and shared the following violations that were considered Level 
3 self-reporting covering six (6) different sports:   

 
a. Men’s Swimming and Diving.   Awards and Benefits, Official Visits and Recruiting 

violation.   Case #1038356.  Submitted 5/29/2019 – (Bylaw Infraction – 13.6.7.4 Cash to 
Prospective Student-Athlete).  Money provided to a prospect for intended purpose, 
athlete did not attend for that purpose. 

b. Men’s Football.  Recruiting violation, Telephone Calls.  Case #1057625.  Submitted 
5/13/2020 – (Bylaw Infraction – 13.1.3.1.)  Time period allowed for calls to prospect. 

c. Men’s Basketball.  Athletics Personnel, Other.  Case #1057626.  Submitted 5/29/2020 – 
(Bylaw Infraction – 11.3.2.2 Supplemental Pay).   Cash loan made to staff members. 

d. Women’s Field Hockey.  Awards and Benefits.  Case #1057645.  Submitted 5/29/2020 – 
(Bylaw Infraction – 16.9.1 Permissible Travel Expenses).  Money provided to athlete not 
related to practice or competition. 

e. Men’s Ice Hockey.  Publicity, Recruiting.  Case #1073703.  Submitted 5/30/2020 – 
(Bylaw Infraction – 13.10.2.1 Comments Before Commitment).  Comments made about 
recruited student-athlete before NLI signed. Player committed to UMass, commitment 
tweeted before signing. 

f. Women’s Tennis — A student-athlete was at home in her native country of England and 
participated in a tennis tournament during the Spring 2020 term.  Submitted 3/5/20 – 
Case #1095621 (Bylaw Infraction – 17.23.8.1.1 – During academic year).  

 
All of the above were self-reported and handled internally after filing with remedial 
education and corrective actions taken.  
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Waiver Report Updates. 
The Compliance Office has reviewed and shared the following transfer and waivers sought for this 
period:   
 
     

a. Baseball — The Compliance Office filed a season of competition waiver in April of 
2019 and the waiver was approved. This waiver was filed for three separate students. The 
UMass baseball team participated in a joint practice with another college team and the 
joint practice constituted outside competition, which in turn, utilized the student’s athletic 
eligibility for the year. The student transferred from UMass and wanted to make sure he 
had 4 years of eligibility.  

b. Men’s Basketball –  In June 2019 the Compliance Office filed a waiver sought for team 
to make foreign trip 25 days prior to start of practice season, waiver approved, but delay 
start of practice for two (2) days and instead of starting on Oct. 15th started on October 
17th. 

c. Men’s Basketball – two waivers sought, in November 2019 the Compliance Office 
requested travel expenses for player made to sit; in October 2019 the Compliance Office 
requested immediate eligibility for a student-athlete who transferred from Cleveland 
State. The immediate eligibility waiver was approved, which rendered the other waiver 
request moot. The student was declared immediately eligible for travel, practice, and 
competition.  

d. Women’s Basketball – The Compliance Office sought immediate eligibility waiver for 
fall 2019; denied, student sat out the fall Semester 2019. 

e. Women’s Basketball - In February 2020 the Compliance Office filed a medical hardship 
waiver applied for and approved by the NCAA granting a student-athlete an additional 
year of eligibility.  

f. Men’s Football – In September 2019 the Compliance Office requested a hardship waiver 
for a student-athlete who was injured and sought a waiver for an additional year of 
eligibility. The waiver was granted. 

g. Football — In June 2020 the Compliance Office filed a waiver for a 4-4-2-4 transfer 
student-athlete with a 3.2 GPA. The student took a math course at a previous institution 
that didn’t count toward his degree plan at UMass. The previous institution wrote a letter 
stating that they misguided him when they told him the class would transfer in to their 
institution. The waiver was approved and the student was declared immediately eligible.  

 
Discussion occurred regarding the process of waivers given to the Cleveland State issue of high 
profile players who entered the transfer portal and waivers in some cases granted and not others and 
the overall process of entering the transfer portal.   In general, an appeal has to meet guidelines to be 
submitted with hopes of being overturned if initially denied.   In appeal cases, the players in question 
may be allowed practice opportunities and travel with team may be granted.  Other cases in women’s 
basketball were discussed and reviewed.  Discussion also reviewed on transfer process update that 
can now seek to transfer under new NCAA rules without seeking permission.  AP Pesante 
recommends that student athletes talk to coaches before entering transfer portal or seeking to transfer. 
This was briefly reviewed but also reported in the previous year’s report.    
 
To review here some of the new changes include coaches no more permitting releases although some 
conditions can be sought.  For example basketball, football, ice hockey and baseball typically offer 
no restrictions per institution, although some conference restrictions may exist.  For example, in the 
A10 player must sit out two years if transferring to another A10 school in basketball.  Use of 
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eligibility can be affected by sport.  Some sports if the student athlete plays one minute, the athlete 
utilizes his/her eligibility for the year.  Football can play up to four games without affecting the full 
year of eligibility.  All other sports, the student athlete can transfer and be eligible immediately; 
however, this is restricted to a one-time transfer condition without objection.  Currently, the market 
for graduate transfers is both a new and expanded area of recruitment potential – students who 
graduate with an UG degree and still have eligibility left.  Basketball and football are benefitting 
from the transfer portals and graduate transfers.  The GPA requirement for a transfer is 2.6.  UMass 
Athletic Department especially as noted by the directive of AD Ryan Bamford is to support the 
student athlete should they enter the transfer portal and provides support where and if needed in the 
process. 
 
 
Blanket Waivers 
During the spring and summer of 2020 student-athletes experienced the COVID-19 pandemic, which 
forced colleges and universities to cancel athletic competitions, and witnessed (and many participated 
in) the protests centered on racial justice in our country. Due to these unique circumstances and 
events, the NCAA issued a number of blanket waivers and we highlight some of the more relevant 
waivers below.  
 

• The NCAA mandated that universities give student-athletes the ability to opt out of the 2020-
2021 season, and do so without losing a year of eligibility.  

 
• UMass Athletics was very clear and transparent that students could opt out for safety 

concerns and/or concerns related to social unrest. Furthermore, UMass cannot reduce 
student-athletes’ scholarship if they decide to opt out of their season. 

• The NCAA also issued season competition waivers for athletes whose seasons were 
completely canceled, or if they began competition, but could not finish their seasons. These 
students were granted an eligibility extension, which involved giving student-athletes a 6-
year window instead of 5-year window to complete 4 years of eligibility.  

• Considering students have a longer period to complete their eligibility, the NCAA also 
expanded the roster limit for baseball and football (the two sports that the NCAA regulates 
their rosters).  

 
• With the potential of a larger than normal number of students returning, the NCAA has also 

expanded financial aid limits. Returning students do not impact NCAA limits.  
 

• The NCAA also granted the ability for prospective students to participate in meetings with 
coaches and events virtually.  

 
The committee also discussed the unique requirements to obtain a medical hardship waiver for a 
student-athlete who is suffering from a mental health issue. These waivers can be very difficult to 
obtain because the student-athlete has to provide medical documentation that indicates the student-
athlete was diagnosed and being treated for mental illness during the season. Due to this requirement, 
the A10 denied the medical hardship waiver UMass submitted for one of their basketball players. 
Fortunately, the athletic department appealed the conference decision to the NCAA. They were 
successful in the appeal in large part because a former coach and compliance officer of player 
provided letters of support.   
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Coaches Meetings 
A number of coaches’ meetings were held during the fall semester 2019 including meetings with 
Athletic Department staff to handle various rules and guidelines that might affect student athletes. 
The topics included transfers, waivers, housing programs and housing registration; admissions and 
AR ratings and relation to APR; special education for football and basketball programs and 
conference governance for Power 5 League NCAA proposals and whether conferences can opt in or 
out of pending or new legislation.  The topics included rules interpretation, NCAA new and pending 
legislation, and dead period recruiting times.  The meetings have also benefitted from campus 
partners attending including representatives from admissions and the Registrar’s Office.   
 
During the pandemic, the compliance office moved to a virtual education model and conducted 11 
rules education meetings over 6 months—almost double the number of education meetings in a 
normal semester. The increase was necessary given all the changes with COVID-19. For instance, 
most of the rules and regulations that are normally in place were not in place, and rules were 
constantly changing.  
 
 
Faculty Athletic Representative (FAR) Report 
The FAR Report is filed separately now, but topics discussed and brought to our attention by our 
representative, Dr. Rebecca Spencer including ombudsman role of the FAR;  administrative inclusion 
in reviews and reporting and specific A10 Conference issues such as missed class time.  Missed class 
time continues to be an issue even though it varies widely based on the school’s location and travel 
schedules.  Most schools are using this internally and have sought to make changes or travel 
schedules such that there is reduced missed class time.   
 
Additional discussion also centered around California’s Fair Play Act where student athletes may 
seek compensation and sponsorship for their name, image, likeness to be earned while playing 
collegiate sports and not be denied eligibility.  At the time, this was just being voted on and would 
eventually go into effect in the California but would have on-going impact and effects in other 
conferences and states throughout the U.S.   This legislation will likely have large and wide reaching 
effects of NCAA collegiate sports in the near future.     
 
 
APR Reports 
The Subcommittee on Academic Success will report on the specific numbers of the 2019-20 
Academic Progress Rate.   
   
 
Current Issues and NCAA Legislation 
Additional topics discussed that are current and instructive for the committee were presented by AP 
Pesante and staff and covered such topics as NCAA legislation on the Alston Case; plus other topics 
such as academic misconduct, student honesty code; booster involvement;  cost of attendance; 2-4 
transfer rules from community colleges; contract cheating related to being adjunct 
professors/lecturers; best practices by department compliance offices, and the college admissions 
scandal that received national publicity in the previous year.   Two additional topics were discussed 
in detail, AR ratings for predicting APR and academic misconduct analysis.  The concept of an AR 
rating is done on a 1-7 scale that would be helpful in predicting APR and includes of number of 
ratings that quantify the student athlete’s academic performance in a more meaningful manner that 
takes into consideration a number of indicators – GPA, grades, test scores, etc.  The rating system 
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focuses on grades and retention and is assisting the department to predict APR scores. AP Pesante 
and staff provided details also on how academic misconduct is being better analyzed including what 
measures led up to misconduct such as the 2014 NCAA interpretation of misconduct, the University 
of North Carolina case, 2016 NCAA legislation, calls for review on infractions and the findings from 
the NCAA Academic Misconduct Working Group and the NCAA Presidential Forum.  This 
discussion and review also covered an Academic Misconduct Analysis flowchart; trends in academic 
misconduct; and best practices for handling academic misconduct.     
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Dr. Nicole Melton, Interim Chair of Compliance Subcommittee 
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Equity and Diversity Subcommittee Report of the Athletic Council 
Report covering 2019-2020 Academic Year 

 
 
The role of the Equity and Diversity Subcommittee is to monitor and report on Title IX compliance, 
gender, and racial and ethnic minority participation within the Athletic Department. 
 
Members of Subcommittee (2019-20): Libby Sharrow (Chair), Sid Ferreira, Hailey Leidel, Nicole 
Melton, Rebecca Spencer, Pat Vittum 
 
Athletic Department staff liaison: Kirsten Britton (Senior Associate Athletic Director/Senior 
Women’s Administrator) 
 
Athletic Participation 
 
Information provided by the University of Massachusetts Office of Institutional Research and 
reported on the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) (FY20: 7/1/19-6/30-20) 
indicated that there were 11,419 (51.0%) men and 10,998 (49.0%) women full-time, baccalaureate, 
degree-seeking undergraduate students enrolled at the University of Massachusetts for Fall of 2019. 
For reference, the numbers for fall 2018 were: 11,047 (51.0 %) men and 10,659 (49.0 %) women; 
undergraduate enrollment percentages have remained relatively consistent since the previous year. 
 
Based on the following EADA participation guidelines a “participant” is a student who, as of the day 
of a varsity team’s first scheduled contest: 
 
(A) Are listed by the institution on the varsity team’s roster; 
(B) Receive athletically related student aid; or 
(C) Practice with the varsity team and receive coaching from one or more varsity coaches. 
 
A student who satisfied one or more of these criteria is a participant, including a student on a team 
the institution designates or defines as junior varsity, freshman, or novice, or a student withheld from 
competition to preserve eligibility (i.e., a redshirt), or for academic, medical, or other reasons.  This 
includes fifth-year team members who have already received a bachelor’s degree. Student-athletes 
who participate in more than one sport are counted in each sport, though this subcommittee report 
focuses on “unduplicated participants” (meaning: each athlete is counted only once, irrespective of 
the number of teams on which they compete; e.g., cross-country and track competitors who often 
compete in both sports are not double-counted in the “unduplicated” count).  Male practice players 
are NOT included as participants. 
 
Using the EADA guidelines, the duplicated participation for all sports for the 2019-20 academic year 
were 387 men (55.8 %) and 306 women (44.1%), excluding 15 male practice players included in 
count for women’s basketball).  The unduplicated participation for all sports for the 2019-20 
academic year was 375 men (56.6 %) and 287 women (43.4 %). 
 
Title IX guidelines require that the intercollegiate-level athletic participation opportunities for male 
and female students should be provided in numbers “substantially proportionate” to their respective 
enrollments among undergraduates.  (See for full details: 
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/clarific.html) 
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  Participation Enrollment Title IX Analysis 
  Number Percentage Number Percentage Difference 

2019-20 Women 306 44.1% 10,998 49.0% -4.9% 
2019-20 Men 387 55.8% 11,419 51.0% +4.8% 

 
Student-Athlete Racial and Ethnic Minority Opportunity 
 
The Department of Athletics provides the NCAA with information on ethnicity of student- athletes 
through submission of the annual Sports Sponsorship Report. The data for 2019-20 show that the 
racial and ethnic minority participation percentage among student athletes was 27%. 
 
 
Athletic Scholarships 
 
The amount of scholarship dollars provided to student-athletes for the 2019-20 academic year is as 
follows:  
 

Men $ 6,417,375 
 

(54 %) 
Women $ 5,414,723 

 
(46 %) 

Total: $11,832,098  
  
These figures include all scholarships, winter session aid, summer session aid, and books.   
  

 Participation 
Percentage 

Scholarship 
Percentage 

Difference 

Women 44.1% 46% -1.9% 
Men 55.8% 54% +1.8% 

 
The Athletic Department aims to be proportionate every year between women’s and men’s teams. 
 
Athletic Department Staffing 
 
The Athletics department continues to promote diversity by being committed to encourage and 
recruit minority applicants.  In an effort to attract a diverse pool of applicants they conduct national 
searches for all open positions.  Open positions are typically posted on NCAA.org, NACDA.com, 
womenleadersincollegesports.org, and d1ticker.com.  Positions are also posted on coaching or 
administrative association websites as applicable. In an effort to recruit and retain a more diverse 
staff, the department seeks women and minorities for waived positions (Coaching & senior level 
positions) through outreach and networking throughout the NCAA. 
 
During the 2019-20 year, the department consisted of: 

• 161 full-time and part-time employees  
o 94 male and 47 female (33.3%) 
o 18 racial and ethnic minority employees (12.8%) 
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In 2019-20, head coaches of all the men’s teams were male. Five of the women’s 10 teams (counting 
Cross Country and Track & Field separately) were coached by women, while five of them are 
coached by men (Basketball, Rowing, Soccer, Swimming & Diving, and Tennis).  
 
The average salary for the head coach for the men’s teams was $303,572 while that of the head coach 
for women’s teams is $132,569.  
 
All of the assistant coaches who are assigned to men’s teams on a full-time basis are men (21 men, 0 
women). Of the 16 assistant coaches who are assigned to women’s teams on a full-time basis, 14 are 
women and 2 are men.  
 
Recruiting Expenses  
 
The athletic recruiting expenditures for the reporting periods:  
 

2019-20___________________________ 
Men’s sports   $567, 573 (68.4%)   
Women’s sports  $261,688 (31.6%)   
Total    $829,261  

 
Equity Review 
 
In spring 2020, the department partnered with an outside consultant to do a comprehensive equity 
review. A final report will be issued in spring 2021. Athletics will develop a 3 – 5 year plan based 
upon the results of this review, to ensure continued emphasis on achieving gender equity within the 
department. 
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Facilities Subcommittee Report 2019 -2020 

 
Subcommittee Members: Ed Ward (Committee Chair), Gabe Adams-Keane, Tim Anderson, Bob 
Goodhue, Marinos Vouvakis, Rod Warnick 
 
Athletics Staff Liaison: Anthony Rosati, Assistant Athletic Director for Facilities 

The facilities subcommittee met on February 28, 2021 to discuss updates from the 2019-20 
academic year regarding athletic and recreational facilities on the UMass Amherst Campus. 
Anthony Rosati, Assistant Athletic Director for Facilities, provided an update on facility 
improvements that were completed or underway between July 2019 and June 2020. 

The University of Massachusetts Athletic Department continues to implement facility upgrades, 
both large and small, in order to improve the experience of student-athletes and fans. 

Projects Completed 

Lower Boyden Fields: 
 

• Brand new sod and fencing for Men s and Women s Soccer practice field. Cost $168,000.  
Funding-private fundraised funds 

• Three artificial turf fields for use by recreation. 
 
Boyden Building: 

 
• Boyden Sports Medicine Area- Hydrotherapy room created, complete with four Grim 

CRYOTherm hydrotherapy tubs, storage and epoxy floor. Cost- $310,000. Funding – 
Combination of private/fundraised funds and general operating funds.  

• Renovated women’s rowing erg room on to expand into the old Tennis locker room, floor was 
leveled off and more capacity was given for the team to train.  Drywall was also added for 
privacy and the project was topped off with updated branding.  Cost $30,000. Funding-
Private/fundraised funds 

• All new carpet in the offices of for the Head Baseball Coach, the Baseball Assistant coaches, 
the Head Tennis Coach and the Assistant Tennis Coach.  Cost $5,500.  Funding-
Private/fundraised funds 

• Front lobby, painted and re-branded along with all new flooring.  Cost $75,000.  Funding-
Private/fundraised funds 

• Men’s Lacrosse Locker Room Area- new epoxy floor laid down, all new doors and new carpet 
for the film room.  Cost $18,000. Funding-Private/fundraised funds 

• Women’s Swim and Dive Locker Room- Painted, carpet replaced and new, custom branded 
furniture added. Cost $10,000. Funding-Private/fundraised funds 

• Female Staff Locker Room and work space for sports performance staff created with a 
split of the old baseball locker room. Cost $21,000.  Funding-Private/fundraised funds 
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McGuirk Stadium: 
 

• Indoor practice facility “Bubble” for athletics and student use on the west side of 
stadium.  Funding- Combination of campus and private/fundraised funds 

• Improvements include concession stands, restrooms, handicap access ramp, rails in aisles for 
west stands, plaza area in south end one for Commonwealth Club, new scoreboard with HD 
capability, new scoreboard on the Martin Jacobson Football Performance Center, and paved 
walkways in front of stands. Funding- Combination of campus and private/fundraised funds 

 

Mullins Center: 
• New Basketball court with a fresh design and new, state of the art, dasher boards. 

Cost $130,000 for the court, dashers $320,000.   Funding – Mullins Center Long-Term Capital 
Facility Fund 

• Mullins Center Link- Renovated Sports Medicine area with new two Grimm CRYOTherm 
hydrotherapy tubs. Complete re-brand of the hockey link hallway, showcasing all of the 
history and success of UMass Hockey. Cost $210,000.  Funding-Private/fundraised funds 

• Tennis Locker Room Carpet replaced, excess lockers removed to create a lounge meeting 
space for the team and branding. Cost $10,000.  Funding-Private/fundraised funds 

 

Garber Field: 

• New HD video scoreboard & sound system. Cost $600,000.  Funding-Private/fundraised funds 
 
Martin Jacobson Football Performance Center: 

• Hunt Room flooring replaced.  Cost $20,000.  Funding-Private/fundraised funds 
• Weight room had 60 yards of turf, new weight equipment and all the wooden platforms 

resurfaced and re-branded.  Cost $59,000.  Funding-Private/fundraised funds 
 

Scoreboards: 
• Rudd Soccer Field.  Cost $67,500. Funding-Facilities GOF 
• Sortino Softball Field.  Cost $98,000.  Funding- Facilities GOF 

 
Lorden Field: 
 

• Game mound and home plate rebuilt, 4 bullpen mounds re-built. Cost $20,300.   
Funding-Facilities GOF 

 
Curry Hicks: 

 
• Track assistant coach’s office carpet replaced. Cost $5,500.  Funding-Private/fundraised 

funds  
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Projects Under Way or in Planning Stages: 
 

• Champions Center Branding for Legacy Hall. Cost $450,000.  Funding-Private/fundraised 
funds 

• Boyden Rowing Office Carpet and Furniture.  Cost $12,500.  Funding-Private/fundraised 
funds 

• Boyden practice soccer field netting.  Cost $15,500.  Funding-Private/fundraised funds 
• Boyden Erg Room Fans.  Cost $5,000.  Funding-Private/fundraised funds 
• Sports Psychology Office Renovation, new flooring, paint and office furniture.  Cost $20,000.  

Funding-Private/fundraised funds 
• Boyden 2nd Floor hallway branding.  Cost $154,000.  Funding-Private/fundraised funds 
• Boyden Weight Room Renovation. New Flooring, equipment, HVAC and Nutrition 

Center. Cost $1.3-$1.5M.  Funding-Private/fundraised funds 
• FPC Branding. Football locker room, coaches lobby, hallway, Hunt Room and Weight 

Room. Cost $180,000.  Funding-Private/fundraised funds 
• FPC Nutrition Center.  Cost $256,000.  Funding-Private/fundraised funds 
• Hockey Locker Room.  Complete renovation of Hockey Locker Room.  Cost $2,000,000.  

Funding-Private/fundraised funds 
• Cage Study- a study is underway to renovate the cage into a true, state of the art, track facility.  

Cost- $91,000.  Funding-Private/fundraised funds 
• Sortino (softball)/Rudd (soccer)/Track Study- a study is underway to add lights to Rudd, 

Sortino and Track stadiums; add field turf for softball along with new fencing; and create a 
bleacher/press box system that is shared between the Track and Rudd. Cost of Study- $63,500.  
Funding-Private/fundraised funds 

 
Other Items: 

 
• In summer of 2019, athletic facilities hosted summer camps for basketball, lacrosse, and 

soccer. Revenue to athletics was $139,581.  
• Facilities purchased two new diving boards $10,000, new bench shelters for Field Hockey 

$18,000, Hydration station for Boyden Pool $5,000. 
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Athletic Council Finance Subcommittee Report 
 
Membership: Sean Quinn (Athletic Department, Associate Athletic Director of Finance), Nancy 
Buffone, Kyle Kendall, Marinos Vouvakis (Chair) and Ed Ward 
 
The charge of this subcommittee is to review the distribution of revenues (including state and 
university funds, trust funds, student fees, ticket revenues, advancement funds) and expenses 
(including compensation and severance, scholarships and various operation funds) for the athletic 
department. The overall obligation of this subcommittee is to correlate programs and financing and to 
provide advice or recommendations as appropriate. 
 
The department underwent the typical (annual) external financial audit for FY20 from July 2020 – 
December 2020. The fully-audited finance report spreadsheets were submitted via email to all 
subcommittee members in January of 2021. 
 
The department Finance report spreadsheets were formatted according to Faculty Senate’s guidelines 
with the exception of a new line-item that reports the Campus/General Operating Funds Budget 
Reduction (line 3 on page 1 and line 2 on page 4) which clearly display the reduction in campus 
funds to the athletic department. This format modification makes the budgeting process more 
transparent and it was unanimously approved by the Finance subcommittee. The modification was 
communicated and subsequently approved by the Senate Rules Committee. 
 
The Finance Subcommittee met once during academic year 2020-21 to review and approve the FY20 
financial report. The meeting was attended by Athletic Director (AD) Ryan Bamford, Associate 
Athletic Director of Finance Sean Quinn, Finance Subcommittee members: Marinos Vouvakis, Lina 
Griffin, Nancy Buffone, Kyle Kendall and Ed Ward, which constitutes a quorum.  AD Bamford first 
focused on the line items in the finance spreadsheets which indicated a FY20 net positive balance of 
approximately $75,000 which was returned to the university rather than carried forward to FY21 as a 
surplus. AD Bamford summarized the report and explained line-by-line the expenses/revenue line-
items. He and Associate AD Quinn also provided rational for the deviations between FY20 actual 
and FY20 proposed budgets, mostly related to the impact of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic on 
revenue sources and expenses. AD Bamford highlighted the fluidity of FY21 budget projections due 
to uncertainties caused by the ongoing pandemic. AD Bamford discussed the moving-target nature of 
the campus budget reduction and noted that the Athletic Department’s current campus budget 
reduction (12%) is within the expected range for campus units. He also noted considerable revenue 
reductions to other revenues (tickets, conference and NCAA revenues, corporate sponsorships, etc.) 
and the plan to reduce expenses to balance the budget. Despite the revenue losses and absent a major 
unforeseen event, the department is projecting to balance the FY21 budget. The Subcommittee 
continued engaging AD Bamford with questions on the projected/actual FY20 and FY21 budgets as 
well as offering suggestions for FY21 projections.  
 
The Subcommittee concludes that despite the difficult circumstance induced by the ongoing 
pandemic, the Athletic Department finances remain sound. Any deviations from projected to actual 
budgets where fully justified and partially balanced by other items in the budgets. FY21 budget 
projections are harder this year and will remain fluid for some time, but it is our belief that current 
campus and athletic department financial decisions likely will not have long-lasting effects for the 
department.  
 
The Athletic Department Finance report spreadsheets can be found in the Appendix at the end of this 
section. 
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FY20 UMASS ATHLETICS BUDGET SUMMARY

REVENUES  FY20 Posted 
Budget 

 % of Overall 
Budget  FY20 Actuals  % of Overall 

Budget 
 FY21 Projected 

Budget 
 % of Overall 

Budget 

State and University Funds (base)  $         19,502,480 48.7%  $         19,479,914 51.1%  $         19,479,914 59.6%
State and University Funds (non-base)  $              679,845 1.7%  $              667,667 1.8%  $              667,428 2.0%

Campus budget reduction  $               (75,894) -0.2%  $               (75,894) -0.2%  $          (2,434,989) -7.5%
TOTAL BASE BUDGET  $         20,106,431 50.2%  $         20,071,687 52.7%  $         17,712,353 54.2%

Waivers  $           1,378,000 3.4%  $           1,378,000 3.6%  $           1,378,000 4.2%

Student Fees  $         10,310,000 25.7%  $         10,134,039 26.6%  $         10,130,000 31.0%

Ticket and Guarantee Revenue (Football)  $           3,076,200 7.7%  $           3,043,865 8.0%  $              420,000 1.3%
Ticket and Guarantee Revenue (Men's Basketball)  $              405,500 1.0%  $              424,699 1.1%  $                        -   0.0%

Ticket and Guarantee Revenue (Women's Basketball)  $                17,500 0.0%  $                21,937 0.1%  $                        -   0.0%
Ticket and Guarantee Revenue (Hockey)  $              509,000 1.3%  $              583,268 1.5%  $                        -   0.0%

Ticket and Guarantee Revenue (Men's Lacrosse)  $                  7,700 0.0%  $                  5,801 0.0%  $                        -   0.0%
Ticket and Guarantee Revenue (Other sports)  $                12,000 0.0%  $                12,000 0.0%  $                  2,500 0.0%

Marketing, Corporate, TV, Royalties and Radio Sponsorship  $              986,000 2.5%  $              548,670 1.4%  $              956,150 2.9%
NCAA and Conference Revenues  $           2,010,251 5.0%  $           1,274,495 3.3%  $           1,319,533 4.0%

Facility Rental Income and Miscellaneous  $              767,500 1.9%  $              430,106 1.1%  $              356,671 1.1%
Post season  $              270,000 0.7%  $                32,946 0.1%  $                12,768 0.0%

Camps  $                15,000 0.0%  $                19,271 0.1%  $                  7,500 0.0%
Department Generated Revenues  $           8,076,651 20.1%  $           6,397,058 16.8%  $           3,075,122 9.4%

UMAA Foundation Annual Drive towards scholarship  $              104,682 0.3%  $              102,198 0.3%  $              107,277 0.3%
Sport Gift Accounts toward compensation and operating  $                80,100 0.2%  $                18,358 0.0%  $                60,000 0.2%

Football Enhancement Account toward compensation and operating  $                        -   0.0%  $                          - 0.0%  $                60,000 0.2%
Court Club Account  toward compensation and operating  $                30,000 0.1%  $                          - 0.0%  $                60,000 0.2%

UMAA Foundation - Minutemen Club Account unrestricted  $                        -   0.0%  $                          - 0.0%  $              100,000 0.3%
Foundation Total Revenue  $              214,782 0.5%  $              120,556 0.3%  $              387,277 1.2%

TOTAL REVENUE  $         40,085,864 100%  $         38,101,340 100%  $         32,682,752 100.0%

EXPENSES  FY20 Posted 
Budget 

 % of Overall 
Budget  FY20 Actuals  % of Overall 

Budget 
 FY21 Projected 

Budget 
 % of Overall 

Budget 

Football Guarantees  $           1,025,000 2.6%  $           1,025,000 2.7%  $                          - 0.0%
Basketball Guarantees  $              313,500 0.8%  $              313,500 0.8%  $                10,000 0.0%

Compensation and Severance  $         13,998,600 34.9%  $         13,843,048 36.4%  $         11,853,631 36.3%
Scholarships  $         12,261,638 30.5%  $         11,760,022 30.9%  $         12,186,272 37.3%

Sport Program Operations  $           7,160,873 17.8%  $           6,399,613 16.8%  $           4,349,062 13.3%

Post Season Operations  $              629,338 1.6%  $              145,569 0.4%  $              325,679 1.0%
Facilities and Game Operations  $           2,265,684 5.6%  $           2,141,323 5.6%  $           2,107,653 6.4%

Administrative Operations  $           2,375,776 5.9%  $           2,287,647 6.0%  $           1,858,180 5.7%
Debt Retirement  $              109,654 0.3%  $              109,654 0.3%  $                          - 0.0%

TOTAL EXPENSES  $         40,140,063 100%  $         38,025,375 100%  $         32,690,477 100.0%
 $               (54,199)  $                75,966  $                 (7,726)
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SPORT - ACTUAL EXPENSES

 SPORTS  FY20 ACTUAL 
COMPENSATION 

 FY20 ACTUAL 
SCHOLARSHIPS 

 FY20 ACTUAL 
OPERATIONS 

 FY20 TOTAL 
ACTUAL 

 FY21 TOTAL 
PROJECTED 

BUDGET 
Baseball  $                   169,541  $                     50,318  $                   118,088  $                   337,946  $                  369,817 
Basketball (M)  $                1,807,604  $                   657,022  $                   769,987  $                3,234,613  $               2,647,511 
Basketball (W)  $                   764,715  $                   587,931  $                   645,067  $                1,997,713  $               1,782,914 
Field Hockey  $                   206,992  $                   560,955  $                   234,079  $                1,002,027  $                  846,309 
Football  $                2,278,057  $                3,292,221  $                2,240,914  $                7,811,193  $               7,079,449 
Ice Hockey  $                   755,732  $                   869,105  $                   476,398  $                2,101,235  $               1,971,761 
Lacrosse (M)  $                   364,937  $                   454,122  $                   106,708  $                   925,767  $               1,008,897 
Lacrosse (W)  $                   245,408  $                   530,132  $                   157,793  $                   933,333  $                  990,352 
Rowing (W)  $                   290,352  $                   673,142  $                   135,376  $                1,098,870  $               1,123,884 
Soccer (M)  $                   240,148  $                   124,000  $                   241,747  $                   605,894  $                  489,938 
Soccer (W)  $                   216,477  $                   623,545  $                   266,431  $                1,106,452  $                  892,074 
Softball  $                   205,486  $                   507,326  $                   291,531  $                1,004,343  $                  892,839 
Swimming (M)  $                   216,289  $                     95,000  $                   126,944  $                   438,233  $                  207,289 
Swimming (W)  $                   169,967  $                   509,223  $                   139,603  $                   818,792  $                  537,280 
Tennis (W)  $                     90,534  $                   289,813  $                     75,834  $                   456,180  $                  417,738 
Track/Cross Country (M)  $                   202,036  $                     80,004  $                   157,758  $                   439,798  $                  291,790 
Track/Cross Country (W)  $                   159,817  $                   620,189  $                   215,356  $                   995,363  $                  790,643 
Medical  $                             -    $                   144,017  $                             -    $                   144,017  $                  122,821 
Cost of Attendance  $                             -    $                   380,248  $                             -    $                   380,248  $                  375,856 
Summer Aid (football)  $                             -    $                   259,742  $                             -    $                   259,742  $                  425,000 
Summer Aid (others)  $                             -    $                   321,853  $                             -    $                   321,853  $                  400,000 
Winter Aid  $                             -    $                     56,017  $                             -    $                     56,017  $                    60,000 
Severance Payments  $                       5,433  $                             -    $                             -    $                       5,433  $                    33,552 
Books  $                             -    $                     74,097  $                             -    $                     74,097  $                    65,000 

Sport Programs Subtotal  $                8,389,526  $              11,760,022  $                6,399,613  $              26,549,161  $             23,822,714 
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ADMIN - ACTUAL EXPENSES

 ADMINISTRATIVE  FY20 ACTUAL 
COMPENSATION 

 FY20 ACTUAL 
OPERATIONS 

 FY20 TOTAL 
ACTUALS 

 FY21 PROJECTED 
BUDGET 

Facilities and Game Op  $                         899,568  $                        877,645  $                   1,777,213  $                   1,768,931 

Sports (M) / Events and Game Operations  $                                   -    $                        944,980  $                      944,980  $                      576,870 

Sports (W) / Events and Game Operations  $                                   -    $                        246,485  $                      246,485  $                      217,026 

Non-sport specific event support  $                                   -    $                            4,134  $                          4,134  $                        15,000 

Stadium  $                                   -    $                          68,078  $                        68,078  $                        35,082 

Facilities/Game Ops Total  $                         899,568  $                     2,141,323  $                   3,040,890  $                   2,612,910 

Academics  $                         527,961  $                          11,958  $                      539,919  $                      438,596 

Administration  $                         905,459  $                     1,222,453  $                   2,127,912  $                   1,842,186 

Business Office  $                         513,579  $                                  -    $                      513,579  $                      374,331 

Summer camps  $                                   -    $                            5,705  $                          5,705  $                          3,000 

Band/Cheer  $                             5,427  $                          10,885  $                        16,312  $                          5,000 

Compliance  $                         236,848  $                                  -    $                      236,848  $                      198,197 

Communications /  Creative Services  $                         425,606  $                        196,477  $                      622,083  $                      530,135 

Development  $                         141,839  $                                  -    $                      141,839  $                      200,516 

Equipment Room  $                         291,702  $                          65,395  $                      357,097  $                      234,489 

Guarantees (Payable)  $                                   -    $                     1,341,500  $                   1,341,500  $                        10,000 

Marketing/Sales  $                         272,142  $                        137,350  $                      409,493  $                      115,604 

Sports Medicine /Student Svcs.  $                         616,938  $                        533,097  $                   1,150,036  $                   1,108,215 

Strength and Conditioning  $                         528,004  $                          54,837  $                      582,841  $                      526,327 

Ticket Operations  $                           83,107  $                          46,489  $                      129,596  $                        82,397 

Part-time (Student) Payroll  $                             5,341  $                                  -    $                          5,341  $                          7,500 

Administration Total  $                      4,553,954  $                     3,626,147  $                   8,180,101  $                   5,676,493 

Post season  $                                   -    $                        145,569  $                      145,569  $                      325,679 

Post season total  $                                   -    $                        145,569  $                      145,569  $                      325,679 

Administration Subtotal  $                      5,453,522  $                     5,913,038  $                 11,366,559  $                   8,615,082 
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SPORT - FOOTBALL

 FOOTBALL REVENUES  FY20 POSTED BUDGET  FY20 ACTUALS  FY21 POSTED BUDGET 

General Operating Funds (from University)  $                          1,885,000  $                          1,865,000  $                          1,900,000 
General Operating Funds (from University) Reduction  $                                         -    $                                         -    $                            (190,000)
Tuition Waivers (From Mass Bd. Of Higher Education)  $                              570,000  $                              570,000  $                              650,000 
Student Fees  $                          2,350,000  $                          2,325,000  $                          2,500,000 
Ticket Sales and Parking Fees  $                              426,200  $                              393,865  $                                         -   
Endowments and Investment Income  $                                24,000  $                                23,021  $                                24,000 
Direct Contributions (Gridiron Club, Enhancement, Alumni)  $                              310,000  $                              248,250  $                              650,000 
Conference Distribution  $                              312,000  $                              311,927  $                              312,000 
NCAA disbursement  $                              285,000  $                              285,000  $                              295,000 
Game guarantees received  $                          2,650,000  $                          2,650,000  $                              420,000 
Marketing, Corporate, TV, Royalties and Radio Sponsorship  $                              275,000  $                              275,000  $                              450,000 
Other Misc. Revenue 5,000$                                   $                                  9,981  $                                15,000 
TOTAL FOOTBALL REVENUE  $                          9,092,200  $                          8,957,044  $                          7,026,000 

 FOOTBALL EXPENSES  FY20 POSTED BUDGET  FY20 ACTUALS  FY21 POSTED BUDGET 

Athletic Student Aid (Academic Year including Cost of Attendance)  $                          3,414,138  $                          3,412,621  $                          3,824,000 
Compensation  $                          2,255,424  $                          2,278,057  $                          2,164,449 
Game Guarantees Paid  $                          1,025,000  $                          1,025,000  $                                         -   
Team Travel  $                              968,485  $                              968,835  $                              413,919 
Recruiting  $                              450,000  $                              387,463  $                              100,000 
Preseason/Recess Housing and Meals  $                              235,609  $                              249,289  $                              230,081 
Equipment, Uniforms and Supplies  $                              303,417  $                              232,701  $                              290,000 
Game Expenses 231,250$                               $                              230,870  $                                30,000 
Fundraising, Marketing, and Promotion (printing)  $                                28,000  $                                12,856  $                                15,000 
Medical Expenses and Medical Insurance  $                                15,000  $                                  1,961  $                                15,000 
Memberships and Dues  $                                14,000  $                                      405  $                                  5,000 
Other Operating Expenses (AV, office, etc)  $                              150,000  $                              156,534  $                              120,000 
TOTAL EXPENSES  $                          9,090,323  $                          8,956,593  $                          7,207,449 

 $                                  1,877  $                                      451  $                            (181,449)

 RELATED FOOTBALL EXPENSES  FY20 POSTED BUDGET  FY20 ACTUALS  FY21 POSTED BUDGET 

Other Football Expenses (summer and winter scholarship aid)  $                              525,000  $                              278,575  $                              450,000 
Debt Service on Football Facility  $                          2,670,000  $                          2,366,169  $                          2,115,691 
Football Facility Operating Costs (utilities and maintenance)  $                          1,116,000  $                          1,116,000  $                          1,116,000 
Football Personnel Transition Expense (Buyouts, Vacation Payouts, Moving Expenses)  $                                         -    $                                         -    $                                         -   
Additional Female Scholarships  $                          1,175,236  $                          1,126,207  $                          1,225,236 
Additional Gridiron Club Expenses (nutrition, technology, other program enhancements)  $                              371,500  $                              165,472  $                                90,000 
University Relations Marketing Assistance (advertising, student tailgates and BBQ)  $                              500,000  $                              499,316  $                              150,000 
Subtotal: Total Related Football Expenses  $                          6,357,736  $                          5,551,739  $                          5,146,927 
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Student-Athlete Health & Welfare Subcommittee 
2019-2020 Report 

 
Membership: 
Linda Griffin (Subcommittee chair; Education), Rebecca Spencer (FAR; Psychological & Brain 
Sciences), Tim Anderson (Marching Band Director/Music), Jeff Smith (representative from 
Athletics), Pat Vittum (chair AC; Stockbridge), Diane Barstow (Alumni Representative), Hailey 
Leidel (Student-Athlete) Taylor Blow (Student-Athlete) 
 
Defined scope: 
The role of the subcommittee is to support the Athletic Department in issues of student-athlete health 
and welfare and to report to campus as a whole, via the Faculty Senate, of the process and progress in 
this area. This scope shall include integration of student-athletes on campus, educational 
programming (e.g., life skills), and personal development. Additionally, the subcommittee will 
review approaches to health and wellness including topics such as mental health and concussions.  
 
Activities:  
1. Review and implementation of student-athlete exit interview procedures. Athletics will 
continue to carry out an online survey of all exiting student athletes. These are implemented by 
senior sports administrators. The Student-Athlete Health & Welfare subcommittee conducted in-
person, one-on-one exit interviews. The interview protocol focuses on the student-athletes academic 
and athletic experiences while at UMass Amherst. Five seniors participated in the 2019-2020 end of 
the fall semester exit interviews.   

 
2. Concussion report (presented by Jeff Smith). We reviewed the concussion incidence and 
response. Concussion protocol was reviewed by the NCAA this past summer.  
Concussion numbers: 34 concussions across all sports, 5.2% of our student-athlete population. The 
following are the percentages from each team’s roster: W Tennis 33.3% (all non-sport related), W 
Soccer 20.0%, M Basketball 20.0%, Football 11.8%, Cheer 10% (although not a varsity sport), W 
Basketball 7.6%, W Lacrosse 7.9%, W Swim and Dive 6.7%, Softball 5.3%, Hockey 3.7%, M Soccer 
3.6%, M Swim & Dive 3.3%, Rowing 2.2%, M Lacrosse 2.2%, W Track 1.7% 
 
3. Other functions within student-athlete health and welfare shared and discussed included: 

• Director of Sport Psychology, Dr. Nicole Gabana, started in June. 
• Real Recruit Software: used to survey student-athlete experience. Also allows department to 

track anonymous feedback from students and address areas for improvement. The survey 
instrument allows the department to compare scoring nationally with peer institutions; also 
has the functionality to track student success and other reporting from administrators and 
coaches.  
 

4.  COVID 19 Initial Response  
• Cancellation of spring season schedule 
• Student-athletes went home at spring break for the remainder of the spring term, with the 

exception of a handful of international students  
• Employed mental health and other services from mid-March through end of June  
• Developed return to campus and return to activity protocols for 2020-21 year in anticipation 

of student return in summer of 2020.  
• June, 2020 – started to bring back football student-athletes to campus  
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Vision Committee Report of the Athletic Council 
Report covering 2019-20 Academic Year 

 
 
The purpose/scope of the Vision committee is to review the Athletic Department strategic plan and 
provide feedback and suggestions.  
 
Members of subcommittee (2019-20):  Nancy Buffone (chair), Gabe Adams-Keane, Robert 
Goodhue, Ivory Moulton, Libby Sharrow 
 
UMass Athletics Liaison: Kirsten Britton, Senior Associate AD – Sport Administration/SWA 
 
In October 2019, the Athletics Department Strategic Vision was publicly released and is attached to 
this report. The athletics executive staff met quarterly to review objectives and provide updates on 
the strategic priorities. As the 2019-20 year closed, the long-term threat of COVID-19 necessitated a 
full department assessment of the vision and department objectives. This assessment will continue in 
earnest in 2020-21 and will review in great detail all of the sport programs, units and resource 
allocations as part of our overall strategic plan. The measures of success, as defined in the 
department’s vision, will continue to be examined annually to ensure that the established benchmarks 
are achieved. 
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MASSACHUSETTS ATHLETICS 
STRATEGIC VISION
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Develop, graduate,  
and inspire champions  

through athletics.

Build champions and instill  
pride through excellence  

in the classroom,  
community, and competition. 

M I S S I O N

V I S I O N
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F R O M  T H E  D I R E C T O R

To Our Massachusetts Athletics Family,

It is with great pride that I share the strategic vision for our athletic department. 

This plan is a product of dynamic collaboration, detailed analysis, and assessment with participation from numerous 
athletics staff, coaches, student-athletes, and external constituents. This plan defines our reimagined mission, vision, 
core values, and four strategic priorities: Educate, Win, Inspire and Invest. Every priority has detailed objectives that 
will guide our path forward for the next three to five years. Our goal to be transparent with our athletics community 
continues with this rollout of our vision for the future of Massachusetts Athletics. We will measure our success in each 
strategic priority annually, and pivot or adapt as our department and the collegiate athletics landscape evolves and 
advances.

The primary function of our strategic vision is to emphasize the holistic development of our 650 student-athletes, 
coaches, and staff. And, by great measure, to find competitive success. We will live our core values of family, 
leadership, authenticity, grit, service, heart, integrity, and passion, as we achieve academic and competitive excellence. 
We forever endeavor to instill pride in the commonwealth’s flagship institution through continuous engagement with 
our campus, community, and alumni. In this way, our resources will be defined, allocated, and prioritized to maximize 
competitive success and best-in-class student-athlete experience. All thriving enterprises prioritize diversity and 
inclusion and we plan to continue our collaboration with several campus partners and outside consultants to ensure 
that we are creating a welcoming environment for all. 

We have already taken action on several of the objectives and priorities listed in our plan, and our staff remains 
committed to meeting and exceeding our goals so that we may realize sustained success. 

We encourage everyone associated with Massachusetts Athletics to invest in our future and commit to this exciting 
revolution. Without a doubt, our best days are ahead. 

Go UMASS!

Ryan Bamford
Director of Athletics
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M A S S A C H U S E T T S  A T H L E T I C S  S T R A T E G I C  V I S I O N  32  

C O R E  V A L U E S

F L A G S H I P

FAMILY
Foster and promote  

an inclusive 
environment;  

21 sports = 1 team

GRIT
Perseverance  

and resolve  
to achieve

HEART
Unwavering  

courage

PASSION
Desire to be  

the best

INTEGRITY
Uncompromised  

strength of  
character

SERVICE
We before  

me

AUTHENTIC
Be true  

to yourself

LEADERSHIP
Inspire and  

educate others

EDUCATE

S T R A T E G I C  P R I O R I T I E S

INVEST

INSPIRE

WIN
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M A S S A C H U S E T T S  A T H L E T I C S  S T R A T E G I C  V I S I O N  5

4

OBJECTIVE 1:  
Academic excellence

Strategies to achieve Objective 1

• Foster a supportive environment focused 
on academic excellence through growth 
mindset practices in all academic support 
interactions ensuring student-athlete 
eligibility and continued persistence 
toward graduation. 

• Enhance collaboration between coaching 
staff and support units to achieve NCAA 
benchmarks relative to the Academic 
Progress Rate (APR).

• Invest in initiatives to provide an optimal 
academic experience for student-
athletes using peer comparisons and 
NCAA best practices.

• Collaborate with campus partners in 
process, policy, and technology, to 
more effectively evaluate progress 
and support student-athlete academic 
success.

• Enlist the National Association of 
Athletic Academic Advisors to conduct 
a comprehensive review of academic 
support for student-athletes, to include 
staffing, policy implementation, and 
services.

OBJECTIVE 2:  
Personal development

Strategies to achieve Objective 2 

• Create career planning programming 
to support student-athletes in the 
development and implementation of a 
post-graduation plan.

• Develop a Leadership Academy 
that grows each individual from pre-
matriculation to graduation.

• Create opportunities for student-
athletes to engage with campus partners 
and share in campus experiences with 
members of the student body.

• Educate student-athletes on the 
qualities of servant leadership and 
provide opportunities to serve the 
surrounding community.

• Foster a holistic approach to personal 
development and provide resources to 
student-athletes so they may become 
their best selves.

• Provide a forum for dialogue amongst 
student-athletes regarding diversity 
and inclusion through the development 
of student-athlete and staff councils, 
the engagement of campus and 
community partners, and strategic annual 
programming.

• Utilize campus and community resources 
to produce personal development 
programs held during the summer 
transition to college, to help students 
with an emphasis on first-generation and 
underrepresented populations. 

OBJECTIVE 3:  
Holistic wellness

Strategies to achieve Objective 3 

• Develop a Center for Peak Performance, 
Nutrition, and Psychological Health that 
will focus on academic and athletic 
excellence with education on self-care to 
foster a peak performance culture. 

• Invest in student-athlete support service 
personnel in the areas of mental health 
and nutrition. 

• Provide programming and training to 
student-athletes allowing them to create 
healthy habits and make well-informed 
personal choices.

OBJECTIVE 4:  
Emphasize and maintain a culture 
of compliance

Strategies to achieve Objective 4

• Maintain positive and proactive rapport 
with coaching staff, encouraging dialogue 
around compliance. 

• Continue to grow the rules education 
program to ensure student-athletes, 
coaches, non-coaching staff, campus 
partners, and external constituents 
are receiving regularly scheduled rules 
education.

• Collaborate with campus partners to 
verify that all interdepartmental policies 
and procedures are in accordance with 
NCAA rules and regulations.

• Utilize technology to increase efficiency 
in communication and documentation.

• Encourage external audits of athletic 
financial aid on an annual basis and a full 
compliance unit external review every 
four years.

S T R A T E G I C  P R I O R I T Y  # 1 : EDUCATE

Through a student-athlete centered approach, develop strong individuals who will achieve  
academic excellence, career and personal development, and holistic wellness. 
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S T R A T E G I C  P R I O R I T Y  # 2 : WIN

Create universal athletic excellence measured in championships, conference finishes,  

and national rankings with an emphasis on program integrity and positive team dynamics. 

OBJECTIVE 1:   
Achieve athletic excellence 

Strategies to achieve Objective 1

• Set sport-specific championship 
expectations.

• Review current scheduling practices/
philosophy and develop sport-specific 
non-conference schedules that support 
selection to conference and national 
postseason participation.

• Develop a plan for all eligible sports 
to host conference and postseason 
championships on a regular basis.

OBJECTIVE 2:  
Recruit, develop, and retain the 
best coaches

Strategies to achieve Objective 2

• Recruit staff and coaches through 
national and international searches with 
focused effort on  diverse candidate 
pools.

• Promote diversity and inclusion in 
department culture and develop 
intentional programming to educate 
coaches and staff on inclusivity. 

• Grow the administrative infrastructure 
and impact, allowing coaches to focus 
on competitive excellence and student-
athlete success.

• Encourage and facilitate collaborative 
interactions amongst the coaching staff 
to share best practices.

• Provide professional development for 
the coaching staff on culture, values, and 
leadership.

OBJECTIVE 3:  
Recruit and develop the best 
student-athletes

Strategies to achieve Objective 3

• Formalize the university admissions 
process for prospective student-
athletes. 

• Attract elite student-athletes by creating 
a welcoming environment of inclusion, 
and distinction in all that we do.

• Annually generate comprehensive digital 
and printed recruiting resources that 
promote our best attributes and present 
a unified message. 

• Recruit student-athletes who display 
a strong work ethic, high athletic skill, 
proven academic success, and great 
character references.

OBJECTIVE 4:  
Provide peak performance, health, 
and wellness services for all 
student-athletes 

Strategies to achieve Objective 4

• Design and implement sport-specific 
injury prevention, treatment, and 
rehabilitation programs to achieve peak 
performance. 

• Recruit and develop energetic and high 
performing full-time staff in the sports 
medicine and sports performance units 
to provide a high standard of health care 
and fitness.

• Develop a comprehensive nutrition 
program that includes a full-time 
nutritionist and nutrition fueling stations.

• Collaborate with our partners at 
University Health Services to provide 
best-in-class care to our student-
athletes and identify best practices for 
health and wellness.

• Assess the mental training needs 
for each sport program and develop 
programming opportunities that support 
mental health.

OBJECTIVE 5:  
Strategize resource allocation to 
maximize program success  

Strategies to achieve Objective 5

• Develop sport-specific plans designed to 
outline priorities that support improved 
performance, achieve department goals 
and focus on initiatives that directly 
impact winning. 

• Create initiatives that improve commu-
nication between the coaching staff and 
unit areas.

• Create a sport program administrator 
handbook to ensure consistency in this 
role, and provide guidance allowing admin-
istrators to positively impact the respec-
tive sport programs they work with.

• Conduct and analyze end-of-season 
surveys to evaluate programmatic 
success, suggest improvements, 
determine investments, and ensure 
student-athletes are provided 
foundational elements for athletic 
success. 

• Encourage collaboration amongst coach-
ing staff, administrators, and support 
staff to develop sport-specific oper-
ational budgets that support program 
success.

OBJECTIVE 6:  
Football program success and 
sustainability in Football Bowl 
Subdivision (FBS)  

Strategies to achieve Objective 6

• Maintain a rolling two-year financial model 
that anticipates necessary one-time 
investments and supports continued 
growth in annual operating expenditures 
to keep pace with FBS Group of Five 
peers. 

• Develop a five-year master plan for an-
nual infrastructure improvements to the 
Jacobson Football Performance Center, 
McGuirk Alumni Stadium, and other spac-
es that impact academic and competitive 
success. 

• Secure multi-year, multi-media rights 
agreements that provide maximum visibil-
ity and generate revenue for the program. 

• Develop new external revenue streams 
and improve existing streams to drive 
outside investment and reduce the use 
of funds from the university general 
operating budget and student fees.

• Continue university and department 
initiatives supporting comprehensive 
student engagement that will build 
awareness and grow affinity for the 
football program.

• Establish formal agreements or sched-
uling relationships with college football 
bowl partners for future participation as 
an FBS Independent institution. 
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S T R A T E G I C  P R I O R I T Y  # 3 : INSPIRE

Tell the story of Massachusetts Athletics to engage our campus,  

our community, and our alumni, instilling pride in the flagship institution.

OBJECTIVE 1:   
Unify and strengthen brand 
presence in the campus 
community, regionally, and 
nationally

Strategies to achieve Objective 1

• Unify our branding and messaging across 
all distribution channels. 

• Strengthen brand presence on campus 
and in athletic facilities.

• Design and implement a simplified style/
branding guide that identifies the proper 
use of logos and colors for all athletic 
facilities, graphics, equipment, apparel, 
and licensing/merchandising. 

OBJECTIVE 2:  
Support and enhance alumni 
relations

Strategies to achieve Objective 2

• Hold organized and purposeful alumni 
events—each with intended goals, 
messaging, and measured outcomes.

• Enhance partnership with UMass 
Advancement and Alumni Relations 
around key athletic events.

• Grow current alumni network to promote 
reciprocal communication, collect 
feedback, mentor current student-
athletes, and contribute financially to 
achieve departmental priorities. 

• Develop and implement engagement 
opportunities and strategic ticket 
packages focusing on recent alumni.

OBJECTIVE 3:  
Engage campus constituents 

Strategies to achieve Objective 3

• Utilize student rewards app to promote 
affiliation and maximize student event 
attendance.

• Create, expand, and maintain 
relationships with student campus 
groups focusing on student government-
led initiatives and collaboration. Identify 
opportunities at home contests to 
recognize campus groups/programs/
majors.

• Create a faculty/staff engagement 
and communications plan to maximize 
athletic support while identifying key 
stakeholders to serve as ambassadors 
for UMass Athletics. 

• Identify and facilitate the participation 
of student-athletes, coaches, and 
administrators in campus events and 
engagement opportunities.

OBJECTIVE 4:  
External engagement & outreach

Strategies to achieve Objective 4

• Increase participation and coverage 
of community service initiatives for 
student-athletes and staff while 
enhancing local media outreach outside 
of the competitive athletics scope. 

• Develop an engagement plan with local 
youth to include events and collaboration 
with coaches, student-athletes, and 
band/cheer that will increase support of 
our teams, programs, and department. 

• Create a community engagement and 
communications plan to maximize 
athletics support while identifying 
individuals to participate in grassroots 
communications and volunteer efforts. 
Develop communications and advertising 
plans each year that provide access 
to high profile assets across prevalent 
platforms and media (social media, 
television, newspaper, radio, and digital 
advertising).

• Develop our own news organization. 
Relaunch new department website in 
summer 2019. 

• Regularly evaluate external engagement 
opportunities and projects to define our 
priorities and to maximize our reach. 

OBJECTIVE 5:  
Create a memorable game-day 
experience for fans 

Strategies to achieve Objective 5

• Enhance customer service, invest in 
game-day technology initiatives, and 
improve game-day staff training.

• Develop innovative game presentation 
through promotional materials, social 
media interaction, and giveaways while 
maintaining traditions. 

• Observe and evaluate best practices and 
utilize successes to best fit our fan base.

• Create a fan experience council to 
research and obtain feedback on all 
aspects of the game-day experience.
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S T R A T E G I C  P R I O R I T Y  # 4 : INVEST

Grow additional revenues and maximize operations to support current staff, add human resources, 

enhance infrastructures, and adequately fund a championship caliber athletic program.

OBJECTIVE 1:   
Increase revenue generation

Strategies to achieve Objective 1

• Maximize internal and external 
partnerships to produce and grow 
revenue.

• Retain, connect, and recruit ticket holders 
by building meaningful relationships 
through various forms of communication 
and engagement.

• Enhance current corporate level 
sponsorships, cultivate new partnerships, 
and collaborate with existing university 
constituents in key categories. 

• In alignment with the university-wide 
Advancement Campaign, increase 
annual giving for facility improvements, 
scholarships, endowments, and planned 
giving to provide essential elements 
needed for programmatic success.

• Research and develop plans to generate 
additional revenue through athletic 
facility rentals.

OBJECTIVE 2:  
Support current staff and add 
human resources

Strategies to achieve Objective 2

• Develop a recruitment plan to attract the 
most qualified staff and coaches to our 
department. 

• Further develop an onboarding program 
for new employees.

• Promote personal and professional 
growth of staff and coaches through 
performance management and 
professional development opportunities 
resulting in higher retention. 

• Create an environment where community 
building, personal wellness, and 
professional relationships are fostered.

• Cultivate an inclusive culture by providing 
staff with training opportunities to gain 
skills that build cultural competencies. 

• Facilitate regular training on implicit bias 
and inclusiveness. 

• Conduct an annual market peer analysis 
of our department, to identify and 
implement proper staffing levels, salaries, 
and human resource allocations. 

OBJECTIVE 3:  
Enhance infrastructure and 
facilities

Strategies to achieve Objective 3

• Execute a master facilities plan to outline 
priorities, costs, use, and implementation 
strategies in the areas of capital 
improvements, deferred maintenance, 
and general upkeep.

• Emphasize updated department branding 
for all current and future athletic 
facilities. 

• Create and implement a technology 
master plan to provide cutting-edge 
assets across the department. 

OBJECTIVE 4:  
Improve operational systems

Strategies to achieve Objective 4

• Develop and annually evaluate policies 
and procedures to ensure consistency 
and transparency throughout the 
department.

• Invest in software to streamline 
databases and enhance operational 
communication.

• Achieve optimal operational efficiencies 
for travel, budget management, and 
scheduling.

• Review and implement new security, 
access, and event management 
protocols to prioritize user safety and 
standardize systems.
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THIS PLAN is a direct result of the 

collaboration and contribution 

of several key internal/external 

constituents, coaches, support staff 

and student-athletes. Thank you to our 

athletics subcommittee that spent 

countless hours engaging in dialogue to 

outline our path forward.

STRATEGIC PLANNING 
FACILITATORS

Kirsten Britton
Sr. Associate Athletic Director  
for Sport Administration/ 
Senior Women’s Administrator

Jeff Smith
Sr. Associate Athletic Director  
for Internal Operations/ 
Deputy Title IX Coordinator

Kate DiSanto
Assistant Athletic Director  
for Administration 

SUBCOMMITTEE  
MEMBERS

Kaycee Carbone 
Student-Athlete Advisory Committee 
Member—Softball

Jared DeMichiel 
Associate Head Coach—Ice Hockey

Faris El-Ali 
Sports Performance Coach

Ryan Gallant 
Assistant Director  
for Communications

Joyce Hahn 
Director of Business Operations 

Matt Komer 
Director of Academic Success

Alyssa Leonard 
Assistant Athletic Director/Sales & Fan 
Experience

Micah Morel 
Student-Athlete Advisory Committee 
Member—Football

Heather Palmer 
Associate Athletic Director  
for Development

Marc Paquet 
Assistant Athletic Trainer 

Ariel Pesante 
Associate Athletic Director  
for Governance & Compliance

Dr. Rebecca Spencer 
Faculty Athletics Representative; 
Associate Professor of Psychological  
and Brain Sciences

Kristi Stefanoni 
Head Coach—Softball

Barb Weinberg 
Head Coach—Field Hockey

Kevin Wissmann 
Assistant Athletic Director  
and Human Resource Specialist

A special thank you to our friends in  
the Mark H. McCormack Department of 
Sport Management for their research, 
support and partnership throughout  
this project.

Dr. Nefertiti Walker
Interim Associate Chancellor for 
Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion, UMass 
Amherst, Associate Dean for an Inclusive 
Organization & Associate Professor

Dr. Nicole Melton
Undergraduate Program Director & 
Associate Professor

Dr. Elizabeth Delia
Assistant Professor

Dr. Matthew Katz
PhD Coordinator & Assistant Professor

HOW WILL WE MEASURE OUR SUCCESS?

EDUCATE:

Academic Progress Rate (APR)

Grade Point Average

Community Service Hours

Compliance Education

Professional Development and Postgraduate Outcomes

Annual Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion Review

National Association of Athletic Academic Advisor Review

WIN:

Conference Rankings

Conference Championships

Post-Season Advancement

Annual Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion Review

INSPIRE:

Attendance Growth 

Media Exposure 

Social Media Engagement and Growth

Community Service Hours

INVEST:

Total Support to: Annual Giving, Sport Specific Giving, Capital Projects,  
Scholarships, and Endowments

New Donor Acquisition/Donor Retention 

Annual Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion Review
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS SPORTS MEDICINE 
Concussion Management Plan 

Sport Related Concussion as defined by the 2017 Concussion in Sport Group consensus 
statement: 
Sport related concussion (SRC) is a traumatic brain injury induced by biomechanical forces. 
Several common features that may be utilized in clinically defining the nature of a concussive 
head injury include: 

• SRC may be caused by either a direct blow to the head, face, neck or elsewhere on the
body with an impulsive force transmitted to the head.

• SRC typically results in the rapid onset of short-lived impairment of neurological function
that resolves spontaneously. However, in some cases, signs and symptoms evolve over a
number of minutes to hours.

• SRC may result in neurological changes, but the acute clinical signs and symptoms
largely reflect a functional disturbance rather than a structural injury and, as such, no
abnormality is seen on standard structural neuroimaging studies.

• SRC results in a range of clinical signs and symptoms that may or may not involve loss of
consciousness. Resolution of the clinical and cognitive features typically follows a
sequential course. However, in some cases symptoms may be prolonged.

• Concussions that are sustained by student-athletes in situations not associated with the
sport they participate will be treated in the same way as an SRC.

The clinical signs and symptoms cannot be explained by drug, alcohol or medication use, other 
injuries (such as cervical injuries, peripheral vestibular dysfunction, etc.) or other comorbidities 
(e.g. psychological factors or coexisting medical conditions). 

University of Massachusetts Sports Medicine personnel will evaluate student-athletes with 
a suspected concussion (sports related or not) as follows: 

Medical Personnel 
Medical personnel with training in the diagnosis, treatment and initial management of acute 
concussion must be “present” at all NCAA varsity competitions in the following contact/collision 
sports: basketball; field hockey; football; ice hockey; lacrosse; pole vaulting; soccer. To be 
present means to be on site at the campus or arena of the competition. Medical personnel may be 
from either team, or may be independently contracted for the event. 

Medical personnel with training in the diagnosis, treatment and initial management of acute 
concussion must be “available” at all NCAA varsity practices in the following contact/collision 
sports: basketball; field hockey; football; ice hockey; lacrosse; pole vaulting; soccer. To be 
available means that, at a minimum, medical personnel can be contacted at any time during the 
practice via telephone, messaging, email, beeper or other immediate communication means. 
Further, the case can be discussed through such communication, and immediate arrangements can 
be made for the athlete to be evaluated. 
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Education 
The student-athlete will accept responsibility for reporting injuries and illnesses to the sports 
medicine staff (team physicians, certified athletic trainers) including the signs and symptoms of 
concussions. During the injury management agreement review at the beginning of the season, 
student-athletes, coaches, athletic trainers, team physicians, athletic director and athletic 
administration are presented and allowed an opportunity to discuss educational material, provided 
by the NCAA, on concussions. All parties will sign acknowledgement forms (Attachments A 
through E) indicating they have read, reviewed and understood the information provided about 
concussions. 
 
Baseline Testing 
 
History of concussion or brain injury, neurologic disorder, and mental health symptoms and 
disorders will be recorded in Medicat, the electronic health records software used by University 
Health Services. 
A neuropsychological assessment will be performed for all NCAA student-athletes who 
participate in intercollegiate athletics for the University of Massachusetts on an annual basis. 

• Brain injury, concussion history and symptom scores are documented within the 
neuropsychological assessment program. 

• Athletes who are prescribed ADHD medication are encouraged to take the medication 
prior to the testing session. 

• The team physician will determine pre-participation clearance or the necessity of 
additional consultation or testing with a neuropsychologist. 

o A new baseline concussion assessment will be made at least six months after a 
documented concussion for any student-athlete, especially those student athletes 
who have complicated or multiple concussion histories. 

Balance Testing –will be performed for all student-athletes who participate in intercollegiate 
athletics for the University of Massachusetts on an annual basis. 
 
Action Plan 

• NCAA Student-athletes who exhibits signs/symptoms/behaviors consistent with a 
concussion will be removed from practice or competition to be evaluated by medical 
personnel with training in the diagnosis, treatment and initial management of acute 
concussion.  

• May only return to play the same day if the athletic trainer, team physician or physician 
designee determines that concussion is no longer suspected. 

• If a concussion is confirmed or suspected, the student-athlete will be removed from 
practice/play for that calendar day. The student-athlete CANNOT return to participation 
until cleared through the procedures outlined below. 

• The athletic trainer will re-iterate to the student-athlete that while he/she is symptomatic, 
he/she should not participate in practice or film sessions. The athletic trainer will 
communicate these restrictions to the coaching staff as well. 

• The athletic trainer will explain to the athlete to refrain from classroom participation on the 
day the concussion was sustained. 

• The athlete will be referred for evaluation by the team physician on the day the concussion 
was sustained. 
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• Written care (Attachments F & G) to both the student athlete and another responsible adult 
(parent, teammate or roommate) will be provided and documented in the injured athlete’s 
medical records. 

• The student-athlete will have limited physical and cognitive activity until he/she has 
returned to baseline, then progresses with each step of the return to play plan without 
worsening or new symptoms. 

Time of Injury 

With a suspected concussion, the evaluation will be performed by an athletic trainer or team 
physician. The evaluation will include: 

• Head & neck clinical examination for skull fracture, intracranial bleeding and spine 
trauma  

• Physical signs of injury/Vital signs  
• Symptom assessment/Orientation assessment Modified UMass SCAT 
• Anterograde/Retrograde amnesia assessment Modified UMass SCAT 
• Concentration assessment/Coordination test.  Modified UMass SCAT 
• Balance Assessment completed with the BESS test 

 
The emergency action plan will be activated should any of the following signs or symptoms be 
present during the evaluation: 

• If performed, Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score of less than 13 on initial assessment 
or GCS less than 15 at two hours or more post-initial assessment 

• Prolonged loss of consciousness 
• Focal neurological deficit suggesting intracranial trauma 
• Repetitive emesis 
• Persistently diminished/worsening mental status change or other neurological signs 

and symptoms 
• Spine injury 

Emergency action plan may require transportation for further medical care. Emergency Action Plans 
for specific venues can be accessed here. All athletic trainers working at each venue will have access 
to written instructions for emergency action plans. 

For all cases of diagnosed concussion, there must be documentation that post-concussion plan of care 
was communicated to both the student-athlete and another adult responsible for the student-athlete, 
in oral and/or written form. 

Any NCAA student-athlete with an atypical presentation or persistent symptoms will be re-evaluated 
by a physician in order to consider additional diagnoses, best management options, and consideration 
of referral. Additional diagnoses may include, among others: fatigue and/or sleep disorder; migraine 
or other headache disorders; mental health symptoms and disorders; ocular dysfunction; vestibular 
dysfunction; cognitive impairment and autonomic dysfunction. 

Because concussion may evolve or manifest over time, for all suspected or diagnosed concussions, 
the mechanism for serial evaluation of the student-athlete is as follows below: 
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Home instruction following a concussion given to student-athlete and responsible adult: 

I believe ___________________ sustained a concussion on __________________. To make 
sure he/she recovers, please follow the important recommendations listed below. Additionally, 
please remind him/her to report to the athletic training room on _____________ at _________ 
for a follow-up evaluation. 
 
Please review the following list. If any of the symptoms develop prior to the follow-up 
appointment with the athletic trainer, contact UHS or the local EMS. 

• A decrease in the level of consciousness 
• An increase in the severity of symptoms 
• An increase in the number of symptoms 
• Any weakness or numbness in the arms or legs 
• Any difficulty with facial expressions or numbness of the face 
• Any change in hearing, vision or balance 
• Abnormal respiration (breathing), pulse or blood pressure 
• Neck pain 
• Seizures 
• Vomiting 

 
If none of the above symptoms occur, please follow the instructions below: 

• You may use acetaminophen (Tylenol) for a headache, but 
do not use any other medication unless instructed by a 
physician 

• Use icepacks on the head and neck for comfort 
• Eat a light diet 
• It is okay to go to sleep and get a full night’s rest. There is no need to wake up every hour 
• Do not take part in any strenuous activity until cleared by the team physician 
• Do not drink alcohol 
• Do not eat spicy foods or beverages 
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Post- Concussion Follow-up (24-48 hrs. post injury and beyond) 

• Physical and cognitive rest to ease discomfort during the acute recovery period (24-48 
hrs.) 

o Mitigate post-concussion symptoms 
o Minimize brain energy demands 

• Symptom assessment 
o Athlete will complete on a daily basis while symptomatic, ideally at approximately 

the same time each day 
• Orientation assessment 
• Anterograde amnesia assessment 

o Loss of memory from time of injury to return of full, ongoing memory process 
• Retrograde amnesia assessment 

o Recall of events immediately preceding trauma 
• Concentration assessment 
• Vestibular-Ocular Screening 
• Neuropsychological Assessment 

o Establish diagnosis and prognosis 
o Establish clinical and treatment trajectories 
o Establish treatment and rehabilitation plan 

 Academic needs 
 Exertion level (type, duration and intensity) 
 Need for vestibular and/or vision therapy 

• Return to learn plan  
• Return to play plan 
• Re-evaluation by Team Physician 

o Serial evaluations will be performed as needed 
 
Note - Pertinent assessments will be repeated by the sports medicine staff every day until the 
student-athlete self-reports being asymptomatic. The student-athlete will be referred back to 
the physician in cases when the recovery is prolonged in order to consider additional 
diagnoses and best management options. Concurrently, the athlete will participate in 
symptom limited activities.  
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Return to Learn Protocol 

 
The University of Massachusetts Disability Services supports the Return to Learn Protocol as an 
appropriate standard for addressing concussion response. Furthermore, it is recognized that 
symptom manifestation and co-morbidities can vary greatly and change over time. With proper 
diagnostic documentation, a concussion may be recognized as a disability and warrant 
consideration of reasonable accommodations under the ADAAA.  

The student-athlete will not participate in classroom activities on the same day a concussion is 
diagnosed by the athletic trainer and/or team physician. 

 
Symptomatic student-athletes may require active supports and accommodations in school, which 
will be gradually decreased as their functioning improves. 

• The athletic trainer assigned to the team on which the student-athlete competes will 
serve as the “point person” in coordinating the student-athlete’s care by 
communicating with the team physician, the Learning Enhancement Program (LEP) 
Director associated with the Athletic Department’s Academic Success Program and 
the student-athlete’s academic counselor to ensure appropriate services to the injured 
student-athlete are provided. Each student-athlete who has sustained a concussion will 
be considered for enrollment in disability services. The LEP Director, in concert with 
the athletic trainer, will facilitate the student-athlete receiving support from Disability 
Services. 

• Once the student-athlete has been diagnosed with a concussion, the he/she will be 
assisted by the athletic trainer to send one email to all of his/her instructors; the 
assigned athletic trainer, academic counselor LEP Director and the physician who is 
managing the student-athlete’s head injury care, informing them he/she has sustained a 
concussion.  The student-athlete should use his/her UMass email account to send 
the email. 

• The attending physician will write an excuse note on the portal for the affected 
student-athlete. The student-athlete will provide a copy of the note to the professors as 
needed. 

• The team athletic trainer will provide a template of this email to the student-athlete 
that addresses their symptoms, state a doctor is involved in his/her care, and the four 
stages that are part of the return to learn protocol. 

• The student-athlete will be re-evaluated by the team physician if the concussion 
symptoms worsen with academic challenges. 

• Student-athletes with temporary yet prolonged symptoms (i.e. longer than 10 days) or 
permanent disability may benefit from referral by the Athletic Department Learning 
Specialist to Disability Services for special accommodations and services. 
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Graduated Return to Learn Strategy 
 
Stage 1: Daily activities at home that do not provoke symptoms 

• Typical activities during the day as long as they do not increase symptoms. 
 Reading, texting, screen time 

• Start with 5 – 15 min at a time and gradually increase time 
o Gradual re-introduction of work/school activities 

Stage 2: Academic activities 
• Homework, reading or other cognitive activities outside of the classroom 
o Increase tolerance to cognitive work 

Stage 3: Return to class part-time 
• Gradual introduction of classwork. 

 May need to start with partial day or with increased breaks during the day 
o Increase academic activities 

Stage 4: Return to class full time 
• Gradually progress school activities until a full day can be tolerated 
o Return to full academic activities and catch up on missed work 

 
Appropriate members of the multi-disciplinary team (see below) should be advised to monitor the 
student-athlete for the following signs: 

• Increased problems paying attention/concentrating 
• Increased problems remembering/learning new information 
• Longer time required to complete tasks 
• Increased symptoms (e.g., headache, fatigue) during schoolwork 
• Greater irritability, less tolerance for stressors 

 
Appropriate members of the multi-disciplinary team should be advised to monitor the student-
athlete for the recurrence of symptoms from physical exertion and mental exertion, such as: 

• Reading 
• Phone texting 
• Computer games 
• Working on a computer 
• Classroom work 
• Taking a test 

 
The student-athlete will be referred to the team physician for re-evaluation and possible referral to 
the neuropsychologist consultant, should concussion symptoms worsen with academic challenges. 
Until a full recovery is achieved, student-athletes may need the following supports: 

• Time off from school 
• Shortened day 
• Shortened classes (i.e., rest breaks during classes) 
• Rest breaks during the day 
• Allowances for extended time to complete coursework/assignments and tests 
• Reduced homework/class work load (it is best to specify for professors the 

percent of workload that the student-athlete can reasonably handle, e.g., 50% 
homework load) 

• No significant classroom or standardized testing at this time 
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Physicians and academic support personnel, in concert with the team athletic trainer, should 
monitor the student-athlete’s symptoms with cognitive exertion (mental effort such as 
concentration, studying, etc.) to evaluate the need and length of time supports should be provided. 
The multi-disciplinary team will collaborate to assist the student-athletes with more complex 
concussion cases. 
 
The multi-disciplinary team includes: 

• Team Physician (with concussion experience) 
• Athletic Trainer for the injured athlete 
• Coach for the injured athlete 
• Sr. Associate AD – Internal Operations 
• Director of Sports Medicine/Head Athletic Trainer 
• Academic Counselor for the injured athlete 
• Athletic Department Learning Enhancement Program Director 
• Sports Psychologist 
• Associate Director, Operations, Disability Services 
• Course Instructors 
• Neuropsychologist consultant 
• Faculty Athletic Representative 

 

A student-athlete who has suffered a concussion will return to classroom/studying only as tolerated 
with modification of schedule/academic accommodations, as indicated, with help from the 
identified point-person. Campus resources will be engaged for cases that cannot be managed 
through schedule modification/academic accommodations.  Campus resources will be consistent 
with the ADAAA and will include at least one of the following: 

• Learning specialists. 
• Office of Disability Services. 
• ADAAA Office. 
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Return to Sport Protocol 
Unrestricted return-to-sport should not occur prior to unrestricted return-to-learn for concussions 
diagnosed while the student-athlete is enrolled in classes. Final determination of unrestricted 
return-to-sport will be made by the team physician following implementation of an individualized, 
supervised stepwise return-to-sport progression that includes:  

1. Symptom-limited activity. 
2. Light aerobic exercise without resistance training. 
3. Sport-specific exercise and activity without head impact.  
4. Non-contact practice with progressive resistance training.  
5. Unrestricted training.  
6. Unrestricted return-to-sport. 

 
Step 1: Symptom-limited activity following acute phase (24-48hr) after injury. 
The student-athlete can be encouraged to become gradually and progressively more active while 
staying below their cognitive and physical symptom exacerbation threshold. Activity level should 
not bring on or worsen their symptoms.  
The student-athlete has returned to full classroom participation. 
Complete the neuropsychological assessment  

• Athletes who are prescribed ADHD medication are encouraged to take the medication prior 
to the testing session. 

 
Step 2: Light aerobic exercise (student-athlete self-reports asymptomatic after Step 1) 
Cardiovascular exercise in controlled setting (See Attachment H) 

• Mode, duration and intensity dependent upon sport 
• Walking, swimming or stationary cycling, keeping intensity below 70% of 

maximum heart rate or a rate of perceived exertion of 6/10 – see chart ; no 
resistance training  

• Introduce core work with head movement 
• Introduce static balance activity 
• Monitor symptoms 

If student-athlete becomes symptomatic, return the student-athlete to the concussed state 
/ procedures until he/she Self-Report Asymptomatic (SRA) 
 
Step 3: Sport-specific exercise (student-athlete self-reports asymptomatic after Step 2) 

• Begin Dynamic warm-up activities  
• Interval Bike Ride and Body Weight Exercises (See Attachment I) 
Sport-specific exercises- 

• Sport-specific drills 
• Keeping intensity at 60-80% of heart rate max or a rate of perceived 

exertion of no greater than 8 – see chart. 
• No progressive resistance training exercise 

• No head impact activities 
• No helmet for football activities 

Monitor symptoms 
• If student-athlete becomes symptomatic, return the student-athlete to the 

concussed state / procedures until he/she Self-Report Asymptomatic (SRA) 
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Step 4: Non-contact training drills (student-athlete self-reports asymptomatic after Step 3) 

• Shuttle Run, plyometric exercises, medicine ball throws, vertical jumps or equivalent 
exercises will be performed at the discretion of the athletic trainer (See Attachment J) 

• Non-contact training drills 
• Begin more complex training drills 

• Resume wearing helmet for football  
• Participate in drills specific to the sport and/or position 

• No head impact activities 
• Begin progressive resistance training exercises up to 80% of training wts. 

• Monitor symptoms 
• If student-athlete becomes symptomatic, return the student-athlete to the 

concussed state / procedures until he/she Self-Report Asymptomatic (SRA) 
 
Step 5: Full contact practice (student-athlete self-reports asymptomatic after Step 4) 

• Complete Neuropsychological Assessment – ImPACT 
• Athletes who are prescribed ADHD medications are encouraged to take the 

medication prior to the testing session  
• Pending medical clearance, resume normal sport participation* 

• Assess physical skills by coaching staff 
• Monitor symptoms 

o If student-athlete becomes symptomatic, return the student-athlete to the 
concussed state / procedures until they Self-Report Asymptomatic (SRA) 

 
Step 6: Return to Sport (student-athlete self-reports asymptomatic after Step 5) 

• Normal game play 
 

* Final determination of return-to-play is from the team physician with concussion 
experience. 

 

Post-Concussion Follow-up (Prolonged Recovery) 
 
If needed, the student-athlete with a prolonged concussion may be referred by team physicians for 
further neurocognitive evaluation and treatment. 
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Reducing Exposure to Head Trauma 

• The Athletics Department takes a “safety first” approach for all sports. 
• Coaches and student-athletes are educated on playing in a safe manner, employing 

proper technique and taking the head out of contact. 
• The Athletics Department adheres to the NCAA Inter-Association Consensus: Year 

Round Football Practice Contact Guidelines. 
• The Men’s Lacrosse program provides new helmets for all lacrosse player on an 

annual basis. 
• The Ice Hockey program provides new helmets for all ice hockey players on an annual 

basis. 
• The Football program reconditions or purchases new helmets to replace unusable 

helmets. 
• The Athletic Department adheres to the NCAA Inter-Association Consensus: 
• Independent Medical Care Guidelines. 
• The Athletic Department advocates eliminating gratuitous contact during practices in 

all sports. 
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Graduated Return to Play Protocol 
 

Rehabilitation Step 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Symptom-limited 
activity 

 
 
 

 
 
 
2. Light aerobic 
exercise 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3. Sport-specific 
exercise 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
4. Non-contact training 
drills 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Full contact 
practice 

 
 
 

 
 
6. Return to play 

Functional Exercise at 
Each Step of 

Rehabilitation 
 
Full class participation. 
Daily activities that do 
not provoke symptoms 
 
Walk, swim or 
stationary cycle for 20 
minutes, keeping 
intensity <70% MHR or 
6 RPE; no resistance 
training;  
Begin core work 
w/head movement 
Begin static balance 
activities 
 
Dynamic Warm-up 
Running or skating 
drills, swimming or 
Interval bike ride and 
BW circuit, no head 
impact activities. 
 
Shuttle Run, 
plyometric exercises, 
and progress to more 
complex training drills 
for 15 minutes, e.g., 
passing drills in 
football and hockey, 
swimming; start 
progressive resistance 
training 
 
Following medical 
clearance, participate in 
normal training 
activities 
 
 
Normal game play 

Objective of Each Step 
 
 
 
 
 
Gradual reintroduction of sport/academic 
activities 
 
 
 
 
 
Increase heart rate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Add movement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exercise, coordination and increased 
cognitive load 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Restore confidence and assess functional 
skills by coaching staff 

This document reflects the current state of knowledge and will need to be modified according to the 
development of new knowledge. It provides a guideline to the healthcare providers involved in the 
management of sports related concussion. It is not intended as a standard of care and should not be 
interpreted as such. Individual treatment will depend on the facts and circumstances specific to each 
individual case. 
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ATTACHMENT A 
 
 

University of Massachusetts Sports Medicine Program 
 

Student-Athlete  
Injury Management Agreement and RELEASE 

 
I,   understand there is a risk of injury associated with playing 
intercollegiate athletics at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst.  The risk is 
significant, including the potential for permanent paralysis and death. While particular 
rules, equipment and personal discipline may reduce this risk, the risk of serious injury 
exists. 

 
I therefore agree, in consideration of and return for the services, facilities, and other 
assistance provided to me by the University in this activity, to RELEASE the University (and 
it’s Board 
of Trustees, officers, employees, and agents) from any and all liability, claims and actions that 
may arise from injury or harm to me, from my death or from damage to my property in 
connection with my participation in this activity. I understand that this RELEASE covers 
liability, claims and actions caused entirely or in part by any acts or failures to act of the 
University (or its Trustees, employees, or agents), including but not limited to 
negligence, mistake, or failure to supervise by the University. 

 
I recognize that this RELEASE means I am giving up, among other things, rights to sue the 
University, its Trustees, employees, and agents for injuries, damages, or losses I may incur. I 
also understand that this Release binds my heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, as 
well as me. I willingly agree to comply with the terms and conditions for participation. If, 
however, I observe any unusual, significant hazard during my presence or participation, I 
will remove myself from participation and bring such to the attention of the nearest 
staff/official immediately. 

 
I also accept the responsibility of reporting all injuries and illness, including the signs and 
symptoms for concussions, to the sports medicine staff (team physicians, certified athletic 
trainers and consulting medical personnel). I have been educated on what a concussion is and 
how I can prevent sustaining a concussion. I have been informed of the signs and symptoms 
for a concussion, instructed on what I should do if I think I have a concussion. 
 

 
 
Student-Athlete Signature Date 

 
 
 
 

Parent or Guardian (if student-athlete is less than 18 yrs. old)  Date 
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

 
University of Massachusetts Sports Medicine Program 

 
Coach  

Injury Management Agreement 
 

I,   understand there is a risk of injury associated with 
playing intercollegiate athletics at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst.  The risk is 
significant, including the potential for permanent paralysis and death. While particular rules, 
equipment and personal discipline may reduce this risk, the risk of serious injury exists. 

 
I willingly agree to comply with the terms and conditions for participation.  If, however,  I 
observe any unusual, significant hazard during my presence of student-athlete participation, 
I will  remove  the  team  from  participation  and  bring  such  to  the  attention  of  the  
nearest staff/official immediately. 

 
I also accept the responsibility of reporting those injuries and illnesses of student-athletes I 
am aware, including the signs and symptoms for concussions, to the sports medicine staff 
(team physicians, certified athletic trainers and consulting medical personnel). I have been 
educated on what a concussion is and how I can help student-athletes prevent sustaining a 
concussion. I have been informed of the signs and symptoms for a concussion, instructed on 
what I should do if I think a student-athlete has a concussion. 

 
 
 
 
 
Name Date 
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ATTACHMENT C 
 

 
University of Massachusetts Sports Medicine Program 

 
Athletic Trainer  

Injury Management Agreement 
 

I,   understand there is a risk of injury associated with 
playing intercollegiate athletics at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst.  The risk is 
significant, including the potential for permanent paralysis and death. While particular rules, 
equipment and personal discipline may reduce this risk, the risk of serious injury exists. 

 
I willingly agree to comply with the terms and conditions for participation.  If, however, I 
observe any unusual or significant hazard during my presence of student-athlete 
participation, I wil l  bring that  hazard to the at tention of the coaching staff or official 
immediately. 

 
I also accept the responsibility of evaluating and reporting those injuries and illnesses of 
student-athletes I am aware, including the signs and symptoms for concussions, to other 
members of the sports medicine staff (team physicians, athletic trainers and consulting 
medical personnel) and the coaching staff. I have been educated on what a concussion is and 
how I can help student-athletes prevent sustaining a concussion. I have been informed of the 
signs and symptoms for a concussion, and  instructed on what I should do if I think a 
student-athlete has a concussion. 

 
 
 
 
 
Name Date 
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ATTACHMENT D 
 

 
University of Massachusetts Sports Medicine Program 

 
Team Physician  

Injury Management Agreement 
 

I,   understand there is a risk of injury associated with 
playing intercollegiate athletics at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst.  The risk is 
significant, including the potential for permanent paralysis and death. While particular rules, 
equipment and personal discipline may reduce this risk, the risk of serious injury exists. 

 
I willingly agree to comply with the terms and conditions for participation.  If, however, I 
observe any unusual, significant hazard during my presence of student-athlete participation, 
I wil l  bring that hazard to the attention of the coaching staff or official immediately.  
 
I also accept the responsibility of evaluating and reporting those injuries and illnesses of 
student-athletes I am aware, including the signs and symptoms for concussions, to other 
members of the sports medicine staff (team physicians, athletic trainers and consulting 
medical personnel) and the coaching staff. I have been educated on what a concussion is and 
how I can help student-athletes prevent sustaining a concussion. I have been informed of the 
signs and symptoms for a concussion, and  instructed on what I should do if I think a 
student-athlete has a concussion. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Name Date 
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ATTACHMENT E 
 

 
University of Massachusetts Sports Medicine Program 

 
Athletic Administration  

Injury Management Agreement 
 

I,   understand there is a risk of injury associated with 
playing intercollegiate athletics at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst.  The risk is 
significant, including the potential for permanent paralysis and death. While particular rules, 
equipment and personal discipline may reduce this risk, the risk of serious injury exists. 

 
I willingly agree to comply with the terms and conditions for participation.  If, however, I 
observe any unusual, significant hazard during my presence of student-athlete participation, 
I wil l  bring that hazard to the attention of the sports medicine staff,  coaching 
staff or official immediately.  

 
I also accept the responsibility of reporting those injuries and illnesses of student-athletes I 
am aware, including the signs and symptoms for concussions, to the sports medicine staff 
(team physicians, certified athletic trainers and consulting medical personnel). I have been 
educated on what a concussion is and how I can help student-athletes prevent sustaining a 
concussion. I have been informed of the signs and symptoms for a concussion, instructed on 
what I should do if I think a student-athlete has a concussion. 

 
 
 
 
 
Name Date 
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ATTACHMENT F 
 
 

Home Instructions for a Concussion 
 
I believe ___________________ sustained a concussion on __________________. To make 
sure he/she recovers, please follow the important recommendations listed below. Additionally, 
please remind them to report to the athletic training room on _____________ at _________ for a 
follow-up evaluation. 
 
Please review the following list. If any of the symptoms develop prior to the follow-up 
appointment with the athletic trainer, contact UHS or the local EMS. 

• A decrease in the level of consciousness 
• An increase in the severity of symptoms 
• An increase in the number of symptoms 
• Any weakness or numbness in the arms or legs 
• Any difficulty with facial expressions or numbness of the face 
• Any change in hearing, vision or balance 
• Abnormal respiration (breathing), pulse or blood pressure 
• Neck pain 
• Seizures 
• Vomiting 

 
If none of the above symptoms occur, please follow the instructions below: 

• You may use acetaminophen (Tylenol) for a headache, but 
do not use any other medication unless instructed by a 
physician 

• Use icepacks on the head and neck for comfort 
• Eat a light diet 
• It is okay to attend classes 
• It is okay to go to sleep and get a full night’s rest. There is no need to wake up every hour 
• Do not take part in any strenuous activity until cleared by the team physician 
• Do not drink alcohol 
• Do not eat spicy foods or beverages 
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ATTACHMENT G 
 

CONCUSSION FACT SHEET 
 
Signs and symptoms of a concussion generally fall into four categories: physical; cognitive; 
emotional; and sleep. Those signs and symptoms may include: 

 
Physical Cognitive 

Headache Feeling mentally “foggy” 
Nausea Feeling slowed down 
Vomiting Difficulty concentrating 
Balance problems Difficulty remembering 
Dizziness Forgetful or recent information 
Visual problems Forgetful of recent conversation 
Fatigue Confused about recent events 
Sensitivity to light Answers questions slowly 
Sensitivity to noise Repeats questions 
Numbness/Tingling 
Dazed or stunned 

 

Emotional Sleep 
Irritability Drowsiness 
Sadness Sleeping less than usual 
More emotional than usual Sleeping more than usual 
Nervousness Trouble falling asleep 
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ATTACHMENT H 
 

 
Return to Play  

STEP 2 
Post-Sport-Related Concussion Stationary Bike Ride  

 
 
Name:    Date:    

 
Monitor for an increase of symptoms 

 
Step 1: Stationary Bike Test RPM: above 70 

 
Resting Heart Rate: 
70% of HR max: 
(220-age – resting HR x .7 + resting HR) 

 
Warm up: 3-5 min at a comfortable resistance with RPMs at or above 70 
 
Ride 15-17 minutes at a comfortable resistance with RPMs at or above 70 
 
Maintain riding with HR at approx 70% of HR max or a rate of perceived exertion of 6/10 
(see Attachment K) 

 
3-5 min Cool Down  
 
Step 2: Core exercises that incorporate head movement 
 
Step 3: Static Balance Activities 
 
If student-athlete becomes symptomatic, stop exercising immediately. 

 
 
Equivalent aerobic exercise challenges are acceptable
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ATTACHMENT I 
 

Return to Play  
STEP 3 

Interval Stationary Bike Ride  
 
 
Name:    Date:    

 
Resting Heart Rate: _ 
60% of HR max: _ or RPE of 6/10* 
70% of HR max: _ or RPE of 7/10* 
80% of HR max: _ or RPE of 8/10* 

 
(220-age – resting HR x .7 + resting HR) 

 
Activity 1: Stationary bike ride: 10 Intervals (Interval = sprint & recovery) 

Sprint 30 seconds (18-20 mph) 
Recovery 30 seconds (10-14 mph) 

 
Number of intervals completed:    

 
Activity 2: Bodyweight circuit: 20 sec each exercise x 3 sets 

 
Set 1  Set 2  Set 3 

 
Squats:    

 
Push-ups:    

 
Sit-ups:    

 
Number of sets completed:    
 
 

Introduce Sport-specific exercises & drills (intensity @ 60-80% of HRmax or RPE of 6 to 8*) 
 
*See Attachment K for rate of perceived exertion (RPE) 
List exercises/drills performed: 
 
 
 
 
If student-athlete becomes symptomatic, stop exercising immediately. 
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ATTACHMENT J 
 
 

Return to Play  
STEP 4 

Running and Plyometric Exercises 
 
Activity 1: 60 yd shuttle run with 40 sec rest 

Number of runs completed:    
 
Activity 2: Bounding/Medicine ball toss/Vertical jumps x 3 sets 

 
Set 1  Set 2  Set 3 

 
10 yards bounding:    

 
10 Med ball tosses:    

 
10 Vertical jumps:    

 
Number of sets completed:    

 
Activity 3: Non-contact, sport specific drills for 15 minutes 

 
Number of minutes completed:    
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Attachment K 

Rate of Perceived Exertion 

 
https://www.myzone.org  
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Compliance Certification* 
Academic Year 2020-21 

 

School Name  
Concussion Management Plan 

By signing and dating this form, I hereby acknowledge, on behalf of the institution identified 
above, that for the 2020-21 academic year, the attached School Name Concussion Safety 
Protocol is consistent with the NCAA Concussion Safety Protocol Checklist and otherwise 
fulfills the requirements of all applicable NCAA Concussion Management Plan legislation. 

Required Signature      Optional Signature** 
Athletics Health Care Administrator 

Print Name:              Print Name:      

Sign:          Sign:       

Date:          Date:      
  

 

Option Signature**     Optional Signature** 
 

Print Name:         Print Name:       

Sign:          Sign:       

Date:          Date:       

 

**  The form allows for additional optional signatures to accommodate conference or 
institutional signature requirements beyond the signature required by NCAA legislation. 
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Massachusetts Athletics’ top priority is to provide a safe and healthy environment for 

coaches, staff, student-athletes and our surrounding community. This plan is intended to 
establish guidelines, procedures, and practices to reduce the potential health and safety 
risks associated with resuming athletic activity and operations.

In collaboration with the university, local and state authorities, and other governing 
agencies, we are planning a return to campus in stages. The stages, policies, 
procedures and guidelines outlined in this plan will evolve and adapt (and are subject to 
change) based on best practices, national, state and university guidelines and access to 
essential supplies needed to achieve each stage.

Everyone associated with the Department of Athletics will have a role in decreasing the 
spread of communicable diseases and in particular COVID-19. Practicing physical 
distancing (6’ apart), appropriate use of masks and other personal protective equipment 

(PPE), self-monitoring and self-reporting symptoms, and proper hygiene, including 
handwashing and use of hand sanitizers, are key to minimizing transmission. It is 
imperative that personnel experiencing any symptoms, or who are sick, stay home and 
do not report to campus.

DRAFT
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RETURNING TO CAMPUS

1. If you are a remote or hybrid designated employee, consult with your supervisor 
before coming to campus

• The university is trying to limit personnel on campus, we encourage you to 
continue to work from home as you are able

2. If cleared by your supervisor to be on campus, you are required to be COVID 
tested at least once a week (Coaches, Sports Performance Coaches, Equipment 
Staff and Athletic Trainers are required for testing twice a week (72 hours apart) 
due to your in person contact with the student-athletes)

• The University will be sending you an email inviting you to sign up for the 
COVID test at the Mullins Center

• If you need a test prior to receiving an email, please register for a 
test by accessing the link below:

• https://www.umass.edu/coronavirus/dashboard
• Every time you request a COVID test, please notify Kevin Wissmann at 

kwissman@umass.edu so we have records for our staff getting tested
• An on-campus negative COVID test is required prior to entering any 

athletic facility

3. Once you are cleared with an on-campus negative COVID test, please contact 
the Athletics Operations & Facilities staff to inform them of the locations you will 
be occupying

4. Please refer to and abide by the facility entry/exit maps
• For Boyden, please enter through the southeast stairwell entrance using 

the swipe card access (this will be used to assist in contact tracing)
• For the Champions Center, please enter through the northwest players 

entrance using the swipe card access (this is will be used to assist in 
contact tracing)

• For the Mullins Center, please enter through the northwest entry using the 
swipe card access (this will be used to assist in contact tracing)

• For the Football Performance Center, please enter through the main 
entrance on Stadium Drive using the swipe card access (this will be used 
to assist in contact tracing)
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EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
• Coaches and staff are strongly encouraged to watch the Environmental Health 

& Safety (EH&S) “Returning Safely to UMass” video prior to returning to 

campus

• Download the MyUMass app; ensure your settings in “My Persona” are 

categorized as “Staff/Faculty”

• You must select “Staff/Faculty” to have access to the COVID Daily Self-
Checklist on the app

• Assist with the education of student-athletes in regards to guidelines along with 
enforcement

SCREENING
• Coaches and staff should ensure they complete the 
COVID-19 Daily Self Checklist on the MyUMass app 
before coming to work each day

• If you are not feeling well or have any symptoms stay home and call your HR 
rep . Other resources available include the UMass COVID hotline at (413) 687-
2283 or email covid19hr@umass.edu
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FACE COVERING REQUIREMENT

• Where and When to Wear a Face Covering
• Face coverings are required in nearly all indoor 
spaces, including:

• Hallways
• Elevators
• Restrooms
• Break rooms
• Entries and exits to buildings
• Shared offices and work areas, meeting/
conference rooms

• Face coverings are required outdoors where 
social distancing is not likely to be maintained 
at all times, including:

• In any other situation where six feet of 
distance from yourself and others cannot 
be maintained for any length of time

• The small set of instances where face coverings are not required are:
• In personal offices while alone
• In research spaces while alone
• In residence hall rooms while alone or with a roommate
• Outdoors where it is possible to always maintain six feet between yourself and others
• For children under the age of 2
• For anyone with a medical condition that prevents the use of a face covering

• Best Practices
• Wear face coverings even when social distancing is possible. Face coverings should be 

combined with social distancing whenever possible.
• Always keep a face covering with you and ready to wear when needed. Have a back-up 

face covering with you to replace face coverings that become soiled.
• Face coverings should fit snugly, but comfortably against the side of the face
• Wash your hands often, especially after removing a face covering. Use hand sanitizer after 

removing face coverings if hand washing is not possible.
• Wash your cloth face coverings daily or when soiled.

7
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• Review educational/training materials

• Conduct introductory educational sessions for 
approved student-athletes prior to first workout (as 
applicable)

• Adhere to room capacity limitations at all times

• Adhere to facility route/entry & exit maps

DRAFT

• Coaches/staff that are approved to work on will be COVID-19 tested prior to 
return to work (contact Kevin Wissmann to confirm approval and to set-up your 
COVID-19 test)

• On-campus staff will be tested once a week at minimum and should 
coordinate testing through Kevin Wissmann

• All staff working on campus should contact Anthony Rosati to be provided proper 
cleaning supplies 

• Coaches and staff should follow the general cleaning/disinfecting principles for 
shared work/meeting spaces suggested by the UMass Environmental Health & 
Safety (EH&S) Office (see Appendix B)

• Follow all general guidelines, including but not limited to, hand washing, 
physical/social distancing and wearing face coverings

• No weight room or athletic training room access beyond scheduled operating 
hours, by appointment only

• Ensure weight room and athletic training room equipment and areas are 
disinfected after each use

• Staff inside of room are responsible for disinfecting the space during 
operating hours - proper cleaning solutions will be supplied 

• Thorough disinfection of each room will be completed each night by 
Physical Plant/Spectra personnel
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Field Hockey, Rowing, Women’s Lacrosse, and Softball start 

reporting on August 19 and remaining staff return (HR plan: 
may continue phased approach)
* Specific plans for this stage are in development and will be dependent 

on university and state guidelines at the time of planned implementation

Student-athletes return in small groups
• Football S-A: June 22 
• Basketball & Hockey S-A: August 10

Limited coaches and staff (priority for in-season sports and 
administration/support staff as needed)

Welcome fans, guests, visiting teams, officials, etc. at events 
on campus
Travel protocols established for teams and staff
* Specific plans for this stage are in development and will be dependent 

on university and state guidelines at the time of planned implementation

* All stages and dates are subject to change based on the State of Massachusetts, 

University of Massachusetts, NCAA, and/or Conference guidelines 
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The goal of Stage 3 is to return the remaining student-athletes and staff to 

campus, the following guidelines and safety measures will be in place:

• Spaces are only available for staff assisting with student-athletes and the 
student-athletes designated to return

• All general guidelines should continue to be followed:
• Hand washing
• Physical/social distancing
• Wearing facemasks where physical distancing (6 ft.) is not 

possible
• Coaches and staff should ensure they complete the COVID-19 Daily 

Self Checklist before on the MyUMass app coming to work each day
• Additional cleaning and sanitizing protocols are in place (see page 15 for

details)
• Follow the general cleaning/disinfecting principles suggested 

by the UMass Environmental Health & Safety (EH&S) Office 
(see Appendix B)

• Athletic training rooms & weight rooms are available with proper 
scheduling and limited capacities

• Appointment only; No walk-ins
• Entry/Exit controls will be in place to eliminate cross-trafficking; please 

follow designated traffic patterns on facility maps and building signage
• Signage will be displayed/installed for reminders and guidelines
• A mental health professional will be available to meet with student-

athletes at any point before or after return to campus.
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All hydrotherapy rooms/tubs

All locker rooms (with the exception of Football and Hockey locker rooms)

Common areas (M Lounge, Boyden Film Room, Track & Field Lounge, Mullins Conf. 
Room, Boyden Conf. Room)

Academic Success Center

Pools

Cage/Curry Hicks

Boathouse

Limited coaches offices

Limited administrative offices

Football & Hockey locker rooms

All athletic training rooms (limited capacity by schedule only)

All weight rooms (limited capacity by schedule only)

All equipment rooms (for distribution/laundry only)

All competition venues (by schedule only)

All practice areas (by schedule only)

FPC auditorium

Hunt Room (limited capacity, by schedule only)

Trigger Burke Lounge – Champs (limited capacity, by schedule only)

Sen Doc. No. 21-057
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CLEANING OVERVIEW
Pre Clean/Post Occupancy Cleaning:

• Increase of disinfection of high-touch points in public areas throughout each day -
(Physical Plant/Spectra)

• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, hand rails, restroom fixtures, 
elevator controls

• Hand sanitizing stations will be placed at entrances and exits - (Physical 
Plant/Spectra)

• Disinfect shared spaces after operating hours each day - (Physical Plant/Spectra)

In-Session Cleaning:

• Sports Performance
• Disinfect all used equipment between groups/sessions - (Sports Performance)

• Appropriate cleaning supplies will be provided 
• Athletic Training

• Disinfect all used equipment between uses - (Sports Medicine)
• Appropriate cleaning supplies will be provided

• Offices
• Staff members should disinfect high-touch points in their respective 

offices/areas throughout the day; including, but not limited to, 
door handles/knobs, desks, phones, keyboards - (Athletics Staff)

• Appropriate supplies will be provided 
• See cleaning/disinfecting instructions for offices/shared work spaces

Sen Doc. No. 21-057
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POSITIVE TEST COMMUNICATION PLAN

Name of staff member or student-athlete should only be shared with 

appropriate personnel. Confidentiality is of utmost importance in these cases.
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Positive Staff 
Member

Positive Student-
Athlete

Assistant AD/Human 
Resource Specialist

Kevin Wissmann

Director of Sports Medicine
Jenn Brodeur

Public Health Nurse (UHS)
Ann Becker

Clinical Nurse Supervisor (UHS)
Robin Walsh

Positive 
Staff 

Member

Athletic 
Facilities

Kirsten Britton/ 

Anthony Rosati

Sr. Assoc. 
AD/Internal 

Ops
Jeff Smith

Chancellor
K. Subbaswamy

Athletic 
Director

Ryan Bamford

Athletic 
Trainer

Sport 
Perf. 

Coach

Head 
Coach

Director of EH&S
Jeff Hescock

Physical Plant
Pam Monn

Sr. Assoc. 
AD/Internal 

Ops
Jeff Smith

Coaching 
Staff

Chancellor
K. Subbaswamy

Athletic 
Director

Ryan Bamford

Athletic 
Facilities

Kirsten Britton/ 

Anthony Rosati

Director of EH&S
Jeff Hescock

Physical Plant
Pam Monn

Sport 
Program 
Admin.

STAFF STUDENT-ATHLETE
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POSITIVE TEST MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES FOR 
COACHES & STAFF

Definitions
• Isolation: Separates sick people with a contagious disease from people who are not sick.
• Quarantine: Separates and restricts the movement of people who were exposed to a 

contagious disease to see if they become sick.

If a staff member has been diagnosed with and/or has a positive test for COVID-

19 they should follow the following guidelines:
• Stay home except to get medical care

• Stay in touch with their medical provider via telehealth
• Isolate themselves in their home
• Monitor their symptoms and follow care instructions from their provider
• Seek medical attention IMMEDIATELY if they are experiencing any of the following:

• Trouble breathing
• Persistent pain or pressure in their chest
• Difficulty waking or staying awake
• Bluish lips or face

• DO NOT return to campus until cleared by a physician

If a staff member may have been exposed, they should adhere to the following 

guidelines:
• Contact Kevin Wissmann (HR) to report possible exposure
• Staff member will be contacted by public health nurse from UHS for further instruction
• Self-quarantine until a test can be scheduled at UHS
• Staff member will be tested for COVID-19 and should quarantine until the results are 

received. If contact tracing indicates, staff members may need to quarantine for 14 days 
Monitor their symptoms, including temperature

• Stay away from those that are high risk

* Communication to appropriate personnel will occur as referenced on the Positive Test 

Communication Plan (see page 13). Name of staff member or student-athlete should only be 

shared with appropriate personnel. Confidentiality is of utmost importance in these cases.

Sen Doc. No. 21-057
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FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES – BOYDEN

General

• Operating hours will be restricted to allow for proper sanitization 
• Hand sanitizing stations will be placed in key areas as well as at entrances and exits -

(Physical Plant/Athletics Facilities)
• Increase of disinfection of high-touch points in public areas throughout each day - (Physical  

Plant)
• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, hand rails, restroom fixtures,  

elevator controls
• Staff are encouraged to increase disinfection of high-touch points in their respective  

individual rooms (i.e. offices/office suites); appropriate supplies will be provided –
(Athletics Staff)

• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, desks, phones,keyboards

Weight Rooms

• See sports performance plan of action for operational restrictions 
• Hand sanitizing stations will be provided 
• Disinfect all used equipment between groups/sessions; appropriate supplies will be provided

- (Sports Performance)
• Allow time in between groups/sessions- 30 minutes suggested
• Disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day - (Physical  

Plant)
• Sports Performance staff should wash/sanitize their hands often

Athletic TrainingRoom

• See medical plan of action for operational restrictions 
• Hand sanitizing stations will be provided 
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided - (Sports  

Medicine)
• Disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day - (Physical  

Plant)
• Athletic Training staff should wash/sanitize their hands often

Offices

• Staff are encouraged to increase disinfection of high-touch points in their respective 
offices/office suites throughout the day; appropriate supplies will be provided -
(Athletics Staff)

• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, desks, phones, keyboards
• See cleaning/disinfecting instructions for offices/shared work spaces
• Athletic Operations will address additional needs with Physical Plant when necessary 

Sen Doc. No. 21-057
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FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES – BOYDEN

Locker Rooms – (Closed, reopen TBD)

• When open, increase of disinfection of high-touch points throughout each day - (Physical
Plant)

• When open, disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day -
(Physical  Plant)

Film and Meeting Rooms, Lounges, Academics Center– (Closed–reopen TBD)

• When open, increase of disinfection of high-touch points throughout each day -(Physical Plant)
• When open, allow time in between groups/sessions- 30 minutes suggested

Equipment Room

• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided -
(Equipment)

• Disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day - (Physical  
Plant)

• Equipment staff should wash/sanitize their handsoften

Laundry

• In order to minimize the possibility of dispersing virus through the air, do not shake dirty  
laundry

• Wash items as appropriate in accordance with the manufacturer’sinstructions.
• If possible, launder items using the warmest appropriate water setting for the items  

and dry items completely
• Dirty laundry that has been in contact with an ill person can be washed with other  

people’s items
• Clean and disinfect hampers or other carts for transporting laundry
• Gloves and masks should be used when handling disinfectant and laundry

• Gloves should be removed carefully to avoid contamination of the wearer and the  
surrounding area.

• Be sure to wash/sanitize hands after removinggloves

Sen Doc. No. 21-057
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FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES –

CHAMPIONS & MULLINS CENTER

General

• Operating hours will be restricted to allow for proper sanitization by building staff
• Hand sanitizing stations will be placed at entrances and exits of the building- (Spectra)
• Increase of disinfection of high-touch points in public areas throughout each day - (Spectra)

• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, hand rails, restrooms, elevator
controls

• Teams are encouraged to disinfect high-touch points inside locker rooms, film rooms, and meeting 
rooms throughout the day, appropriate supplies will be provided - (Athletics Staff)

• Spectra staff will disinfect each space after operating hours each day

Weight Room

• See sports performance plan of action for operational restrictions 
• Disinfect all used equipment between groups/sessions; appropriate supplies will be provided

- (Sports Performance)
• Allow time in between groups/sessions- 15-30 minutes suggested
• Disinfect entire facility after operating hours each day - (Spectra)
• Sports Performance staff should wash/sanitize their hands often

Athletic TrainingRoom

• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided - (Sports  
Medicine)

• Disinfect entire facility after operating hours each day - (Spectra)
• Athletic Training staff should wash/sanitize their hands often

Offices

• Staff are encouraged to increase disinfection of high-touch points in their respective 
offices throughout the day; appropriate supplies will be provided - (Athletics Staff)

• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, desks, phones, keyboards
• See cleaning/disinfecting instructions for offices/shared work spaces
• Individual offices will be cleaned after operating hours each day - (Spectra)
• Athletic Operations will address additional needs with Spectra as necessary

Locker Rooms – (Closed, reopen TBD)

• When open, teams are encouraged to disinfect high-touch points; appropriate supplies 
will be provided - (Athletics Staff)

• When open, Spectra staff disinfect entire facility after operating hours each day

Sen Doc. No. 21-057
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FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES –
CHAMPIONS & MULLINS CENTER

Film and Meeting Rooms, Lounges – (Closed–reopen TBD)

• When open, teams are encouraged to disinfect high-touch points; appropriate supplies will be 
provided - (Athletics Staff) 

• When open, Spectra staff disinfect entire facility after operating hours each day
• When open, allow time in between groups/sessions for cleaning- 30 minutes suggested

Equipment Room

• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided -
(Equipment)

• Equipment staff should wash/sanitize their handsoften

Laundry

• In order to minimize the possibility of dispersing virus through the air, do not shake dirty 
laundry

• Wash items as appropriate in accordance with the manufacturer’sinstructions.
• If possible, launder items using the warmest appropriate water setting for the items and 

dry items completely
• Dirty laundry that has been in contact with an ill person can be washed with other  

people’s items
• Clean and disinfect hampers or other carts for transporting laundry
• Gloves and masks should be used when handling disinfectant and laundry

• Gloves should be removed carefully to avoid contamination of the wearer and the  
surrounding area.

• Be sure to wash/sanitize hands after removinggloves

Practice Equipment

• Each team will be responsible for disinfecting practice equipment before and after use, 
as needed (i.e. scoring equipment, cameras, goals/cages, balls, etc.)

Sen Doc. No. 21-057
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FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES – FPC
UMass Athletics has multiple facilities that undergo routine cleaning and sanitization  before, during 
and following use. The introduction and preparation on heightened cleaning procedures, based on the
current pandemic, will be constantly evaluated and adjusted as needed. The health and safety of 
coaches, staff, and student-athletes is our top priority. 

General

• Operating hours will be restricted to allow for proper sanitization 
• Hand sanitizing stations will be placed in key areas as well as at entrances and exits -

(Physical Plant/Athletics Facilities)
• Increase of disinfection of high-touch points in public areas throughout each day - (Physical  

Plant)
• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, hand rails, restroom fixtures,  

elevator controls
• Staff are encouraged to increase disinfection of high-touch points in their respective  

individual rooms (i.e. offices/office suites); appropriate supplies will be provided –
(Athletics Staff)

• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, desks, phones,keyboards

Weight Rooms

• See sports performance plan of action for operational restrictions 
• Hand sanitizing stations will be provided 
• Disinfect all used equipment between groups/sessions; appropriate supplies will be provided

- (Sports Performance)
• Allow time in between groups/sessions- 15-30 minutes suggested
• Disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day - (Physical  

Plant)
• Sports Performance staff should wash/sanitize their hands often

Athletic TrainingRoom

• Hand sanitizing stations will be provided 
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided - (Sports  

Medicine)
• Disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day - (Physical  

Plant)
• Athletic Training staff should wash/sanitize their hands often

Offices

• Staff are encouraged to increase disinfection of high-touch points in their respective 
offices/office suites throughout the day; appropriate supplies will be provided -
(Athletics Staff)

• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, desks, phones, keyboards
• See cleaning/disinfecting instructions for offices/shared work spaces
• Athletic Operations will address additional needs with Physical Plant when necessary 

Sen Doc. No. 21-057
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FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES –FPC

Locker Rooms (FPC & South)

• Increase of disinfection of high-touch points throughout each day - (Physical Plant)
• Disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day - (Physical  

Plant)
• Social distancing maintained by spacing out locker stall assignments; limited restroom stall 

and shower head use

Film and Meeting Rooms – (Closed–reopen TBD)

• When open, increase of disinfection of high-touch points throughout each day -(Physical Plant)
• When open, allow time in between groups/sessions- 30 minutes suggested

Equipment Room

• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided -
(Equipment)

• Disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day - (Physical  
Plant)

• Equipment staff should wash/sanitize their handsoften

Laundry

• In order to minimize the possibility of dispersing virus through the air, do not shake dirty  
laundry

• Wash items as appropriate in accordance with the manufacturer’sinstructions.
• If possible, launder items using the warmest appropriate water setting for the items  

and dry items completely
• Dirty laundry that has been in contact with an ill person can be washed with other  

people’s items
• Clean and disinfect hampers or other carts for transporting laundry
• Gloves and masks should be used when handling disinfectant and laundry

• Gloves should be removed carefully to avoid contamination of the wearer and the  
surrounding area.

• Be sure to wash/sanitize hands after removinggloves

Sen Doc. No. 21-057
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FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES –

INDOOR PRACTICE/COMPETITION FACILITIES

* Each team will be responsible for disinfecting practice equipment before and after use, as needed 

(i.e. scoring equipment, cameras, goals/cages, balls, etc.)

Boyden Gym (Capacity: 150; six blocks of 25 people)

• Restricted access, use by schedule only
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided – (User will 

disinfect before/after use)
• Disinfect high touchpoints/restrooms after operating hours each day - (Physical Plant)

Erg Room (Boyden - Capacity: 8)

• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided -
(Coaches/Student-athletes)

• Disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day -
(Physical Plant)

Dry-Land Training Room (Boyden)

• Closed

Pools (Boyden, Curry Hicks)

• Closed
• Continue to treat daily for maintenance

Cage/Curry Hicks

• Closed

Boathouse (Capacity:___ )

• Closed

Bubble Turf (Capacity: 100)

• Restricted access, use by schedule only
• Hand sanitizing stations will be provided at entrance – (Physical Plant)
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided – (User will 

disinfect before/after use)
• Disinfect high touchpoints/restrooms after operating hours each day - (Physical  Plant)
• Increase of disinfection of high-touch points in public areas throughout each day - (Physical 

Plant)
• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, hand rails, restroom fixtures,  

elevator controls
• Disinfection of turf – (Athletic Facilities)

Sen Doc. No. 21-057
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FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES –

OUTDOOR PRACTICE/COMPETITION FACILITIES

McGuirk Stadium (Field Capacity: __ )

• Limited access to press box; sanitize as needed– (Athletic Facilities)
• Restricted access, use by schedule only
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided – (User will 

disinfect before/after use)
• Disinfection of turf – (Athletic Facilities)

Gladchuk Grass Fields (Field Capacity: __ )

• Restricted access, use by schedule only

Gladchuk Turf Complex (Field Capacity: __ )

• Limited access to press box; sanitize weekly – (Athletic Facilities)
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided – (User will 

disinfect before/after use)
• Disinfect restrooms after operating hours each day – (Physical Plant)
• Disinfection of turf – (Athletic Facilities)

Softball Complex (Field Capacity: __ )

• Limited access to press box; sanitize as needed– (Athletic Facilities)
• Restricted access, use by schedule only
• Disinfect restrooms as needed– (Physical Plant)

Rudd Field (Field Capacity: __ )

• Closed

Track & Field Complex (Track Capacity: ______ / Field Capacity: __ )

• Closed

Garber Field (Field Capacity: __ )

• Limited access to press box; sanitize weekly – (Athletic Facilities)
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided – (User will 

disinfect before/after use)
• Disinfection of turf – (Athletic Facilities)

Sen Doc. No. 21-057
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FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES –
OUTDOOR PRACTICE/COMPETITION FACILITIES (CONT’D)

Boyden Practice Soccer Field (Field Capacity: __ )

• Restricted access, use by schedule only
• Portable restroom will be cleaned weekly

Tennis Courts (Courts Capacity: __ )

• Closed

Lorden Field (Field Capacity: __ )

• Limited access to press box; sanitize as needed– (Athletic Facilities)
• Restricted access, use by schedule only
• Portable restrooms will be cleaned weekly 

Sen Doc. No. 21-057
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Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html

State of Massachusetts
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/reopening-massachusetts

NCAA Sports Science Institute
http://www.ncaa.org/sport-science-institute/core-principles-
resocialization-collegiate-sport

http://www.ncaa.org/sport-science-institute/resocialization-
collegiate-sport-action-plan-considerations

NATA Intercollegiate Council for Sports Medicine
https://www.nata.org/sites/default/files/icsm_return_to_campus_pa
cket_covid19.pdf
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Please fill out on the MyUMass app
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GENERAL OVERVIEW
Massachusetts Athletics’ top priority is to provide a safe and healthy environment for coaches, staff, 
and student-athletes. This plan is intended to set guidelines and procedures, and reduce the potential 
health risks associated with resuming athletic operations and activity.

In collaboration with the university, local and state authorities, and other governing agencies, we are 
planning a return to campus in stages. The stages, policies, procedures and guidelines outlined in this 
plan will evolve and adapt (and are subject to change) based on best practices, national, state and 
university guidelines and access to essential supplies needed to achieve each stage.

Everyone associated with the Department of Athletics will have a role in decreasing the spread of 
communicable diseases and in particular COVID-19. Practicing physical distancing (6’ apart), 
appropriate use of masks and other personal protective equipment (PPE), self-monitoring and self-
reporting symptoms, and proper hygiene, including handwashing and use of hand sanitizers, are key 
to minimizing transmission. It is imperative that personnel experiencing any symptoms, or who are 
sick, stay home and do not report to campus.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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GENERAL OVERVIEW

EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
STUDENT-ATHLETES FIRST TIME ON CAMPUS

• Will be required to watch a series of educational videos presenting the COVID-19 
protocols in place for all athletic facilities

• Will be presented with an information sheet detailing guidelines and procedures and 
will be required to sign signifying understanding and agreement to abide 

• Will be required to attend an in person educational session upon return to campus 
and prior to first voluntary workout or athletic training room visit

COACHES & STAFF
• Coaches and staff are strongly encouraged to watch the Environmental Health & 

Safety (EH&S) “Returning Safely to UMass” video prior to returning to campus

• Will be presented with an information sheet detailing guidelines and procedures 

• Assist with the education of student-athletes in regards to guidelines along with 
enforcement

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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ATTENTION! If you are not feeling well or have any symptoms 
STAY HOME and call your Athletic Trainer

SCREENING
ANYONE ENTERING AN ATHLETICS FACILITY WILL BE SCREENED 
FOR POSSIBLE ILLNESS

COACHES & STAFF
• Coaches and staff should ensure they

complete the screening survey the before
coming to work each day

ATTENTION! If you are not feeling well or have any symptoms 
stay home, email your HR rep and the UMass COVID hotline 
(413) 687-2283 or email covid19hr@umass.edu

GENERAL OVERVIEW

STUDENT-ATHLETES
• The screening survey should be completed

in your dorm/house/apartment prior to
arrival on campus/to the facility

• If screen is approved, temperature check
will be performed prior to entering athletic
training room or weight room.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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COACHES & STAFF
• Review training materials for all approved coaches

and staff
• Conduct introductory educational sessions for

approved student-athletes prior to first workout
• Coaches/staff that have direct contact with student-

athletes will be COVID-19 tested prior to return to
work

• Adhere to capacity limitations at all times
• Adhere to facility route/entry & exit maps
• Ensure weight room and athletic training room equipment and areas are

disinfected after each use
• Staff inside of room are responsible for disinfecting the space during

operating hours - proper cleaning solutions will be supplied
• Thorough disinfection of these rooms will be completed each night by

Physical Plant personnel
• Follow all general guidelines, including but not limited to, hand washing,

physical/social distancing and wearing facemasks
• No weight room or athletic training room access beyond schedule operating hours
• Coaches and staff should follow the general cleaning/disinfecting principles for

shared work/meeting spaces suggested by the UMass Environmental Health &
Safety (EH&S) Office (see Appendix B)

GENERAL OVERVIEW
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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STUDENT-ATHLETES
• Student-athletes must have mandatory physical exam or assessment prior to first 

workout
• Student-athletes will be tested for COVID-19 through the athletic training staff and 

the IALS lab upon arrival to campus. They will be tested on day 1 and day 3. If they 
have 2 negative tests they can begin individual workouts. They will be tested after 
day 5 and will be able to begin team workouts if results are negative.

• Timely report of any known or potential exposures to COVID-19 to the Athletic 
Department staff and agree to self-quarantine/isolate as directed

• All educational sessions must be completed prior to first workout (first time returning 
to campus)

• Mask or face covering should be worn at all times when you are outside your 
primary residence, in all athletic facilities, except for when physical distancing is 
possible outdoors

• No personal belongings may be brought into athletic training room or weight room
• Follow entry and screening procedures for each facility
• Exit using appropriate path once finished with workout or athletic training 

appointment
• Adhere to all physical distancing guidelines at all times: 6’ between persons; 14’ 

between persons during workout as set out by the CDC and Massachusetts 
Department of Health

• Wipe equipment, including dumbbells and barbells after each use
• Wash your hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds or use hand sanitizer 

prior to entering and exiting facility and athletic training/weight rooms
• Do not share food, drinks, clothing, towels or other personal items

• You must bring your own water bottle for workouts
• The return to sport may bring up a range of questions and emotions. If you are 

feeling uncertain or anxious about returning to campus, or just want to talk to 
someone about navigating the changes and challenges of COVID-19, please 
contact Dr. Nicole Gabana, Director of Sport Psychology, at ngabana@umass.edu. 
She is available for individual appointments to address the mental aspect of 
performance.

• If you have a teammate who could benefit from these resources, please share this 
information or connect them with Dr. Gabana directly. We are all in this together and 
it is important to look out for each other during this time.

If you are not feeling well or have any symptoms 
STAY HOME and call your Athletic Trainer!

GENERAL OVERVIEW
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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• Spaces are only available for staff assisting with student-athletes and the 
student-athletes designated to return

• All general guidelines should continue to be followed:
• Hand washing
• Physical/social distancing
• Wearing facemasks where physical distancing (6 ft.) is not possible

• Student-athletes should complete the screening survey in their 
dorm/house/apartment prior to arrival on campus/to the facility

• Coaches and staff should ensure they complete the COVID-19 Daily 
Self Checklist before on the MyUMass app coming to work each day

• Additional cleaning and sanitizing protocols are in place
• Follow the general cleaning/disinfecting principles suggested by the UMass 

Environmental Health & Safety (EH&S) Office (see Appendix B)
• Athletic training rooms & weight rooms are available with proper scheduling 

and limited capacities
• Appointment only; No walk-ins

• Entry/Exit controls will be in place to eliminate cross-trafficking; please follow 
designated traffic patterns on facility maps and building signage

• Signage will be displayed/installed for reminders and guidelines
• A mental health professional will be available to meet with student-athletes at 

any point before or after return to campus.

OVERVIEW & SAFETY MEASURES

GENERAL OVERVIEW
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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FACILITIES PLAN OF ACTION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS COVID RESTART PLAN

FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES – BOYDEN, FPC 
& CURRY HICKS CAGE

General
• Operating hours will be restricted to allow for proper sanitization 
• Hand sanitizing stations will be placed in key areas as well as at entrances and exits -

(Physical Plant/Athletics Facilities)
• Increase of disinfection of high-touch points in public areas throughout each day - (Physical  

Plant)
• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, hand rails, restroom fixtures,  

elevator controls
• Staff are encouraged to increase disinfection of high-touch points in their respective  

individual rooms (i.e. offices/office suites); appropriate supplies will be provided –
(Athletics Staff)

• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, desks, phones,keyboards

Weight Rooms
• See sports performance plan of action for operational restrictions 
• Hand sanitizing stations will be provided 
• Disinfect all used equipment between groups/sessions; appropriate supplies will be provided

- (Sports Performance)
• Allow time in between groups/sessions- 30 minutes suggested
• Disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day, - (Physical  

Plant)
• Mid day electrostatic spray scheduled with physical plant 
• When facility is not in use, minimum hour required 

• Sports Performance staff should wash/sanitize their hands often

Athletic TrainingRoom
• See medical plan of action for operational restrictions 
• Hand sanitizing stations will be provided 
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided - (Sports  

Medicine)
• Disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day - (Physical  

Plant)
• Athletic Training staff should wash/sanitize their hands often

10DRAFT
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FACILITIES PLAN OF ACTION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS COVID RESTART PLAN

FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES – BOYDEN, FPC 
& CURRY HICKS CAGE

Offices
• Staff are encouraged to increase disinfection of high-touch points in their respective 

offices/office suites throughout the day; appropriate supplies will be provided -
(Athletics Staff)

• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, desks, phones, keyboards
• See cleaning/disinfecting instructions for offices/shared work spaces
• Athletic Operations will address additional needs with Physical Plant when necessary 

Locker Rooms
• Phase 1- locker rooms open in a limited capacity for laundry pickup only
• Phase 2- locker rooms open in a pre determined limited capacity for laundry pickup and 

changing only.  No lounging is allowed. 
• Increase of disinfection of high-touch points throughout each day - (Physical Plant)
• Clean and disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day -

(Physical  Plant)

Film and Meeting Rooms, Lounges, Academics Center
• Increase of disinfection of high-touch points throughout each day -(Physical Plant)
• Allow time in between groups/sessions- 30 minutes suggested
• Disinfect after each use (Athletics staff &/or student athletes)

Equipment Room
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided -

(Equipment)
• Disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day - (Physical  

Plant)
• Equipment staff should wash/sanitize their handsoften

Laundry
• Two loops will be distributed to each player

• Dirty laundry will be dropped off on the way into the facility
• Clean laundry will be picked up in the locker room/cubbies on the way out of the facility
• When locker rooms are not permitted to be used for changing (Phase 1), student-

athletes should wear their dirty clothes home after their workout/treatment and 
change/shower at home

• Student-athletes will wear their clean laundry to the facility the next day and 
bring their dirty clothes loop to be washed
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FACILITIES PLAN OF ACTION

1

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS COVID RESTART PLAN

FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES –
CHAMPIONS & MULLINS CENTER

General
• Operating hours will be restricted to allow for proper sanitization by building staff
• Hand sanitizing stations will be placed at entrances and exits of the building- (Spectra)
• Increase of disinfection of high-touch points in public areas throughout each day - (Spectra)

• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, hand rails, restrooms, elevator
controls

• Teams are encouraged to disinfect high-touch points inside locker rooms, film rooms, and meeting 
rooms throughout the day, appropriate supplies will be provided - (Athletics Staff)

• Spectra staff will disinfect each space after operating hours each day

Weight Room
• See sports performance plan of action for operational restrictions 
• Disinfect all used equipment between groups/sessions; appropriate supplies will be provided

- (Sports Performance)
• Allow time in between groups/sessions- 15-30 minutes suggested
• Disinfect entire facility after operating hours each day - (Spectra)
• Sports Performance staff should wash/sanitize their hands often

Athletic TrainingRoom
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided - (Sports  

Medicine)
• Disinfect entire facility after operating hours each day - (Spectra)
• Athletic Training staff should wash/sanitize their hands often

Offices
• Staff are encouraged to increase disinfection of high-touch points in their respective 

offices throughout the day; appropriate supplies will be provided - (Athletics Staff)
• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, desks, phones, keyboards

• See cleaning/disinfecting instructions for offices/shared work spaces
• Individual offices will be cleaned after operating hours each day - (Spectra)
• Athletic Operations will address additional needs with Spectra as necessary

Locker Rooms
• Teams are encouraged to disinfect high-touch points; appropriate supplies will be provided -

(Athletics Staff)
• Spectra staff disinfect entire facility after operating hours each day
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS COVID RESTART PLAN

FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES –
CHAMPIONS & MULLINS CENTER

Film and Meeting Rooms, Lounges 
• Teams are encouraged to disinfect high-touch points; appropriate supplies will be provided -

(Athletics Staff) 
• Spectra staff disinfect entire facility after operating hours each day
• Allow time in between groups/sessions for cleaning- 30 minutes suggested

Equipment Room
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided -

(Equipment)
• Equipment staff should wash/sanitize their handsoften

Laundry
• Two loops will be distributed to each player

• Dirty laundry will be dropped off on the way into the facility
• Clean laundry will be picked up in the locker room/cubbies on the way out of the facility
• When locker rooms are not permitted to be used for changing (Phase 1), student-athletes 

should wear their dirty clothes home after their workout/treatment and change/shower at 
home

• Student-athletes will wear their clean laundry to the facility the next day and bring 
their dirty clothes loop to be washed

Practice Equipment
• Each team will be responsible for disinfecting practice equipment before and after use, 

as needed (i.e. scoring equipment, cameras, goals/cages, balls, etc.)

FACILITIES PLAN OF ACTION
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FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES –
INDOOR PRACTICE/COMPETITION FACILITIES

* Each team will be responsible for disinfecting practice equipment before and after use, as needed 
(i.e. scoring equipment, cameras, goals/cages, balls, etc.)

Boyden Gym
• Restricted Athletics use only, use by schedule only
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided – (User will 

disinfect before/after use)
• Disinfect high touchpoints/restrooms after operating hours each day - (Physical Plant)

Erg Room
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided -

(Coaches/Student-athletes)
• Disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day -

(Physical Plant)

Dry-Land Training Room
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided -

(Coaches/Student-athletes)
• Disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day -

(Physical Plant)

Pools 
• Continue to treat water daily for maintenance
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided -

(Coaches/Student-athletes)
• Disinfect entire facility with electrostatic equipment after operating hours each day -

(Physical Plant)

Cage
• Restricted access, use by schedule only
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided – (User will 

disinfect before/after use)
• Disinfect high touchpoints/restrooms after operating hours each day - (Physical Plant)

Boathouse
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided -

(Coaches/Student-athletes)

FACILITIES PLAN OF ACTION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS COVID RESTART PLAN
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FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES –
OUTDOOR PRACTICE/COMPETITION FACILITIES

Bubble Turf
• Restricted access, use by schedule only
• Hand sanitizing stations will be provided at entrance – (Physical Plant)
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided – (User will 

disinfect before/after use)
• Disinfect high touchpoints/restrooms after operating hours each day - (Physical  Plant)
• Increase of disinfection of high-touch points in public areas throughout each day - (Physical 

Plant)
• Including, but not limited to, door handles/knobs, hand rails, restroom fixtures,  

elevator controls
• Disinfection of turf – (Athletic Facilities)

McGuirk Stadium
• Limited access to press box; sanitize as needed– (Athletic Facilities)
• Restricted access, use by schedule only
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided – (User will 

disinfect before/after use)
• Disinfection of turf – (Athletic Facilities)

Gladchuk Grass Fields
• Restricted access, use by schedule only

Gladchuk Turf Complex
• Limited access to press box; sanitize weekly – (Athletic Facilities)
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided – (User will 

disinfect before/after use)
• Disinfect restrooms after operating hours each day – (Physical Plant)
• Disinfection of turf – (Athletic Facilities)

Softball Complex
• Limited access to press box; sanitize as needed– (Athletic Facilities)
• Restricted access, use by schedule only
• Disinfect restrooms as needed– (Physical Plant)

Rudd Field
• Restricted access, use by schedule only
• Portable restroom will be cleaned weekly

FACILITIES PLAN OF ACTION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS COVID RESTART PLAN
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FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING PROCEDURES –
OUTDOOR PRACTICE/COMPETITION FACILITIES (CONT’D)

Track & Field Complex
• Restricted access, use by schedule only
• Portable restroom will be cleaned weekly

Garber Field 
• Limited access to press box; sanitize weekly – (Athletic Facilities)
• Disinfect all used equipment between uses; appropriate supplies will be provided – (User will 

disinfect before/after use)
• Disinfection of turf – (Athletic Facilities)
• Portable restrooms will be cleaned weekly

Boyden Practice Soccer Field
• Restricted access, use by schedule only
• Portable restroom will be cleaned weekly

Tennis Courts
• Restricted access, use by schedule only
• Portable restroom will be cleaned weekly

Lorden Field
• Limited access to press box; sanitize as needed– (Athletic Facilities)
• Restricted access, use by schedule only
• Portable restrooms will be cleaned weekly 

FACILITIES PLAN OF ACTION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS COVID RESTART PLAN
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Waste streams and collection guidelines have changed on campus.

• Empty UMass dining to-go containers are RECYCLABLE
It doesn’t have to be clean, just empty. If it isn’t empty, it’s trash. 

• Food waste stream accepts FOOD WASTE ONLY.
No containers or packaging of any kind.

• Bring yourself fully up to speed by completing the UMass Waste Quiz and 
reviewing the feedback provided. BONUS: Individuals who get a 100% on 
the quiz by Friday February 13th will be entered to win one of many 
prizes! Prizes include: UMass hoodies, gift cards to local eateries, reusable 
water bottles, and more! Take the quiz at UMass.edu/living/waste-quiz

FACILITIES PLAN OF ACTION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS COVID RESTART PLAN
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FACILITY CAPACITIES

FACILITIES PLAN OF ACTION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS COVID RESTART PLAN

STADIUM/FPC/BUBBLE
SPACE CAPACITY NOTES

Weight Room 48 with 14' spacing
Athletic Training Room 14

Hunt Room 24
Auditorium 24

Coaches Locker Room 7
Player Locker Room 54

Offensive Meeting Room 6
Defensive Meeting Room 4

Visiting Team Locker Room 31
Official Locker Room 18

First Aid Room Locker Room 8

BOYDEN
SPACE CAPACITY NOTES

Weight Room 68 With 14' spacing
Athletic Training Room 35

Boyden Conference Room 4
Erg Room 8

Male Coach Locker Room 2
Female Coach Locker Room 2

Dryland 9
Boyden Pool 30 12 in pool, 15 on deck, 3 coaches

3rd Floor Gym 230 5 per 1,000 sq. feet (46,000 sq. feet
Rowing Locker Room 10

Women's Soccer Locker Room 9
Field Hockey Locker Room 11

Women's Lacrosse Locker Room 18
Softball Locker Room 15
Basement Film Room 12 9 seated, 2-3 coaches

Sports Psychology 3 3 in office, 7 in waiting area
Women's Swim and Dive Locker Room 9

Men's Swim and Dive Locker Room 11
Men's Lacrosse Locker Room 9
Men's Lacrosse Film Room 9 7 seats, 1-2 coaches
Men's Soccer Locker Room 6

M Lounge 25
Academics 260 14
Academics 266 10
Academics 269 14
Academics 270 15

DRAFT
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FACILITY CAPACITIES

FACILITIES PLAN OF ACTION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS COVID RESTART PLAN

MULLINS CENTER/PRACTICE RINK
SPACE CAPACITY NOTES

Weight Room 29 With 14' spacing
Athletic Training Room 6

Hockey Film Room
Coaches Locker Room 3
Hockey Locker Room 12
Baseball Locker Room 10
Tennis Locker Room 3

CHAMPIONS CENTER
SPACE CAPACITY NOTES

Weight Room 19
Athletic Training Room 5

Men's Court 25
Women's Court 25

Film Room 7
Female Coach Locker Room 4

Male Coach Locker Room 4
Female Locker Room 15
Male  Locker Room 15

CURRY HICKS CAGE
SPACE CAPACITY NOTES
Cage 115 5 per 1,000 sq. feet (23,000 sq. feet)

Men's Track & Field Locker Room 13 (4) room 10, (5) room 11, (4) room 12
Track and Field Coaches Locker Room 

(8) 1
Track and Field Coaches Locker Room 

(9) 1
Women's Track & Field Locker Room 

201 5
Women's Track & Field Locker Room 

204 5
Track Lounge 12

Hicks Pool TBD
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FACILITIES PLAN OF ACTION
BUBBLE SPRING 2021 POLICIES

General Info  
• Masks should be worn when at all possible inside the Bubble
• Bubble usage this season will be at a premium
• We need a team effort to ensure each team gets the most out of their 90 

minute block
• For the health and safety of each team, we will allow teams to come 

inside the bubble 15 minutes before the start of their practice to stretch 
and warm up

• Teams should enter through the support building and head to the 
South end, walking on the black part of the turf behind the net

• Please be considerate to the team that is finishing up their practice 
time, being as quiet as possible.

• Teams that are practicing during this transition time should plan 
ahead to have the end of their practice on the 75% of the field that 
is not being used by the transition team entering

• Teams should plan for the last 5-10 minutes of practice to put away 
the equipment used during their practice 

• Teams should exit the Bubble through the air lock door, once it has 
been cleared by the entering team.

• With the premium on bubble usage, please let athletic operations know if 
you will not be using your designated bubble time

Cleaning
• Facilities will be disinfecting the turf throughout the semester
• Teams should ensure to dispose of any trash into the barrels on the field, 

trash should not be left on the field upon the completion of your practice 
session

• Physical plant will be cleaning the support building bathrooms and 
entryways throughout the day and at post occupancy 

A trained bubble monitor must be present during all activity in 
the bubble. 

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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FACILITIES PLAN OF ACTION
BUBBLE TRANSITION PLAN
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SPORTS MEDICINE PLAN OF ACTION
ATHLETIC TRAINING ROOM – BOYDEN

• Student-athletes will schedule appointments for treatment on the patient portal 
daily. There will be no walk-in self treatments.

• The Boyden Athletic Training Room will have a capacity of 35 people maximum 
at any one time. Athletic trainers will monitor this capacity number. They may 
manage multiple student athletes with appropriate distancing, PPE and 
disinfecting.

• Minimal personal belongings may be brought into the facility.
• Student-athletes are REQUIRED to wear a mask upon entering the facility.
• Upon arrival to the athletic training room, the student-athlete will pause in the 

waiting area until an athletic trainer greets them for their appointment. Social 
distancing will be observed. Student-athlete's temperature will be assessed 
prior to entry.

• The waiting area will be equipped with sanitizing stations, as well as bathroom 
availability, so student-athletes can safely prepare to enter the athletic training 
room.

• There will be ONE main entry way (double doors across from elevator, near 
laundry room) 

• Pre-determined direction and flow will allow athletes to safely arrive at their 
treatment/rehab station.

• All rehab equipment utilized will be brought to student athlete by athletic trainer 
and sanitized at completion of session

• A taping area will be available. Please do not touch any surfaces that you are 
not using as part of your treatment/rehab process

• No food or beverage in athletic training room
• Please abide by all signage and directional signals
• Further individual sanitization will be available at the exit.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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SPORTS MEDICINE PLAN OF ACTION
ATHLETIC TRAINING ROOM – CHAMPIONS CENTER

• Student-athletes will schedule appointments for treatment on the patient portal 
daily. There will be no walk-in self treatments.

• The Champions Center Athletic Training Room will have a capacity of 5 people 
maximum at any one time. Athletic trainers will monitor this capacity number. 
They may manage multiple student athletes with appropriate distancing, PPE 
and disinfecting.

• Minimal personal belongings may be brought into the facility.
• Student-athletes are REQUIRED to wear a mask upon entering the facility.
• Upon arrival to the athletic training room, the student-athlete will pause in the 

hallway outside of main entrance until an athletic trainer greets them for their 
appointment. Social distancing will be observed. Student-athlete's temperature 
will be assessed prior to entry.

• There will be entry and exit through the same door with distancing maintained.
• Pre-determined direction and flow will allow athletes to safely arrive at their 

treatment/rehab station.
• All rehab equipment utilized will be brought to student athlete by athletic trainer 

and sanitized at completion of session
• A taping area will be available. Please do not touch any surfaces that you are 

not using as part of your treatment/rehab process
• No food or beverage in athletic training room
• Please abide by all signage and directional signals
• Further individual sanitization will be available at the exit.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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SPORTS MEDICINE PLAN OF ACTION

ATHLETIC TRAINING ROOM – FOOTBALL PERFORMANCE CENTER

• Student-athletes will schedule appointments for treatment on the patient portal 
daily. There will be no walk-in self treatments.

• The Football Performance Center Athletic Training Room will have a capacity of 
14 people maximum at any one time. Athletic trainers will monitor this capacity 
number. They may manage multiple student athletes with appropriate distancing, 
PPE and disinfecting.

• Minimal personal belongings may be brought into the facility.
• Student-athletes are REQUIRED to wear a mask upon entering the facility.
• Upon arrival to the athletic training room, the student-athlete will pause in the 

hallway until an athletic trainer greets them for their appointment. Social 
distancing will be observed. Student-athlete's temperature will be assessed prior 
to entry.

• There will be ONE main entry way and exit path for the athletic training room.
• Pre-determined direction and flow will allow athletes to safely arrive at their 

treatment/rehab station.
• All rehab equipment utilized will be brought to student athlete by athletic trainer 

and sanitized at completion of session
• A taping area will be available. Please do not touch any surfaces that you are not 

using as part of your treatment/rehab process
• No food or beverage in athletic training room
• Please abide by all signage and directional signals
• Further individual sanitization will be available at the exit.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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SPORTS MEDICINE PLAN OF ACTION
ATHLETIC TRAINING ROOM – MULLINS CENTER

• Student-athletes will schedule appointments for treatment on the patient portal 
daily. There will be no walk-in self treatments.

• The Champions Center Athletic Training Room will have a capacity of 6 people 
maximum at any one time. Athletic trainers will monitor this capacity number. 
They may manage multiple student athletes with appropriate distancing, PPE 
and disinfecting.

• Minimal personal belongings may be brought into the facility.
• Student-athletes are REQUIRED to wear a mask upon entering the facility.
• Upon arrival to the athletic training room, the student-athlete will pause in the 

hallway outside of main entrance until an athletic trainer greets them for their 
appointment. Social distancing will be observed. Student-athlete's temperature 
will be assessed prior to entry.

• There will be entry and exit through the same door with distancing maintained.
• Pre-determined direction and flow will allow athletes to safely arrive at their 

treatment/rehab station.
• All rehab equipment utilized will be brought to student athlete by athletic trainer 

and sanitized at completion of session
• A taping area will be available. Please do not touch any surfaces that you are 

not using as part of your treatment/rehab process
• No food or beverage in athletic training room
• Please abide by all signage and directional signals
• Further individual sanitization will be available at the exit.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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WHIRLPOOL USE PROTOCOL

Use Of Whirlpools In Athletic Training Room
• Masks must be worn upon entry into athletic training room and when 

using whirlpools for therapeutic purposes.
• No more than two individuals can use the whirlpool at the same time. 

Individuals must be sitting/standing more than 6 feet apart in whirlpool. 
• Athletic trainer must be in facility and monitor the use of the whirlpool. 

They will determine who uses the whirlpool and make sure physical 
distance and mask measures are followed.

Use Of Underwater Treadmill In Athletic Training Room
• Masks must be worn upon entry into athletic training room and until 

entering the water to use underwater treadmill. Mask does not need to 
be worn when exercising in the water.

• Mask must be put back on when exiting the water and when leaving the 
whirlpool area.

• No one else can be in the whirlpool when someone is using the 
treadmill.

• Athletic trainer must be in facility and monitor the use of the underwater 
treadmill. 

Cleaning And Disinfecting Whirlpool Area
• Athletic training staff will wipe down whirlpool area after each use.
• Custodial staff will clean and disinfect whirlpool areas at the end of each 

day.
• Facilities staff will maintain and clean the whirlpools on a weekly basis.

SPORTS MEDICINE PLAN OF ACTION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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The objective of the Medical Plan of Action is to ensure the Department of 
Athletics is provided with the highest level of care. We will continue to follow 
national, state, local, and university guidelines which may cause adjustments to 
this document.

According to the CDC, state, local and federal medical and health professionals:

Signs & Symptoms of COVID-19 include but are not limited to:

Fever/Chills
Cough
Shortness of breath
Fatigue
Congestion/runny nose
Headache

Sore throat
Loss of sense of smell or taste
Muscle or body aches
Nausea/Vomiting
Diarrhea

ATTENTION! If you are experience any symptoms contact your 
Athletic Trainer immediately!

If you are experiencing trouble breathing, persistent pain or pressure 
in your chest, have bluish tint to your lips or faced, are confused or 
are having difficulty staying awake – CALL 911 immediately!

To protect yourself:
• Avoid anyone who is sick or is in an identified 

high-risk group
• Follow state and local prevention guidelines
• Wear a facemask that covers your mouth and 

nose
• Cover your mouth when coughing, blowing your 

nose or sneezing-throw the tissue away 
immediately

• Wash your hands for 20 seconds with soap and 
water multiple times throughout the day; 
especially after any contact

• Only go outside your home when necessary
• Wash your hands immediately upon return

• Hand sanitizer that is >60% alcohol 
may be used as an alternate if water is 
not available

• Clean home regularly with appropriate 
disinfectants

• Practice social distancing (>6ft 
between persons) and avoid close 
contact

• Do not gather in groups
• Refrain from sharing personal items, 

objects or effects; use your own water 
bottle

• PRACTICE GREAT STANDARD 
HYGIENE!
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PERSONNEL RETURN TO CAMPUS PROTOCOL

Student-Athletes
• Will be tested for COVID-19 through Mullins or Boyden Testing Center
• While awaiting test results, student-athletes will be asked to self-isolate until results 

are received
• If test results come back positive, student-athletes will remain in quarantine for 

approximately 10 days if they test negative on day 9.
• During this time student-athletes may participate in monitored individual activity

• Student Athletes will be tested again on day 4 after first negative test through Mullins 
or Boyden Testing Center

Coaches, Staff & Administrators
• Will be tested for COVID-19 through Mullins or Boyden Testing Center
• While awaiting test results, student-athletes will be asked to self-isolate until results 

are received
• If test results come back positive, coaches/staff will remain in quarantine for 

approximately 10 days if they test negative on day 9.
• Coaches/staff will be tested again on day 4 after first negative test through Mullins or 

Boyden Testing Center

Initial Screening upon Arrival to Athletics Buildings
• Temperature will be assessed
• Temp <100.3 Normal
• Temp >100.4 Requires Referral
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ATHLETIC FACILITY ENTRY PROTOCOL

Symptomatic staff or student-athletes should not come to the facility without advance notice and 
approval.

Facility Screening Checkpoints
• Football Performance Center: Athletic Training Room/Weight Room
• Boyden Gym: Athletic Training Room/Weight Room
• Mullins: Athletic Training Room/Weight Room
• Champions Center: Athletic Training Room/Weight Room

Prior to entry into the Athletic Training Room or Weight Room, each individual’s screening 
results will be confirmed.
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Symptom 
Survey 

Approved

Temperature 
Screening

100.4 
or 

Higher

100.3 
or 

Lower

Cleared for 
Activity

Referred to 
Team 

Physician/UHS

Symptom 
Survey 

Concerns

Referred to 
Team 

Physician/
UHS

• COVID-19 testing will be ordered, performed, or required when an individual has signs or 
symptoms, or other circumstances, that suggests acute testing be performed. This will occur at 
UHS.

• These screenings will continue, or be revised, as new processes are recommended or until 
campus resumes normal operations

• If there is a confirmed case, confirmed exposure, potential exposure or illness associated with 
COVID-19, the person’s on- and off-campus history will be traced based on their input, team 
activity logs and other information needed to determine level of care required

• It is highly recommended that symptomatic individuals do not seek the assistance of other 
personnel for transportation to minimize spread of the virus
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POSITIVE TEST MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

If a student-athlete or staff member has been diagnosed with and/or has a 
positive test for COVID-19 they should follow the following guidelines:

• Stay home except to get medical care
• Stay in touch with your medical provider vial telehealth
• Communicate with your athletic trainer via text/phone/video chat

• Isolate yourself from other people in your residence hall/home/apartment
• Monitor your symptoms and follow care instructions from your medical team
• Seek medical attention IMMEDIATELY if you are experiencing any of the following:

• Trouble breathing
• Persistent pain or pressure in your chest
• Difficulty waking or staying awake
• Bluish lips or face

• DO NOT return to campus until cleared by a physician

If a student-athlete may have been exposed, they should adhere to the 
following guidelines:

• Should self-quarantine until a test can be scheduled at UHS
• Student-athlete will be tested for COVID-19 and isolated until the results are received
• Monitor your symptoms, including temperature
• Stay away from those that are high risk
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INFECTIOUS DISEASE CLUSTER RESPONSE
• Identify cluster of people that came in contact with positive patient

• Contact tracing
• Notify individuals who may not be aware they were in contact with an infected 

person
• Determine proper treatment with physicians

• Symptomatic or asymptomatic
• Referral for further testing/treatment if necessary

• Quarantine necessary individuals
• Station in proper residence hall/apartment/house
• Monitor daily status
• Will be tested on Day 5 and Day 9. If negative tests, will be released on Day 10

• Follow return to play protocol for infected individuals
• Have mental health counselors/advisors available to consult with student-athletes 

and/or teams in isolation or quarantine
• Be prepared for the possibility of periodic school closures 

DISCONTINUATION OF ISOLATION FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH 
COVID-19
Student-athletes that tested positive for COVID-19, have symptoms and were directed to care 
for themselves at home may discontinue isolation under the following conditions:

• Symptom-based strategy
• At least 10 days have passed since symptoms first appeared
• At least  day (24 hours) have passed since resolution of fever without the use 

of fever-reducing medications and improvement in respiratory symptoms (e.g., 
cough, shortness of breath)

• Test-based strategy
• Resolution of fever without the use of fever-reducing medications
• Improvement in respiratory symptoms
• Negative  results of respiratory specimens

• Individual does not have to resume COVID testing for 90 days post-infection per CDC 
guidelines.
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MEDICAL PLAN OF ACTION
RETURN TO PLAY CONSIDERATIONS FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
WITH COVID-19 DIAGNOSIS

Medical clearance from team physician is required prior to return to activity

Student-athlete asymptomatic or mild symptoms, non-hospitalized
• Rest/no exercise for 10 days from positive test result
• Student athlete may undergo cardiac screening
• Have a gradual progression from light activity back to full sport participation

Student-athlete moderate symptoms, non-hospitalized
• Rest/recover/no exercise for 10days during symptomatic period
• Exercise after isolation upon clearance by team physician
• Student athlete may undergo cardiac screening
• Have a gradual progression from light activity back to full sport participation

Student-athlete severe symptoms, hospitalized
• Rest/recover/no exercise for 10 days during symptomatic period
• Exercise after isolation upon clearance by team physician
• Student athlete will undergo cardiac screening
• Have a gradual progression from light activity back to full sport participation

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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MENTAL HEALTH & WELL-BEING
PLAN OF ACTION

Everyone in our UMass Athletics community is experiencing the physical, mental, 
and emotional impact of COVID-19 to various degrees. In a study of over 37,000 
college athletes, the NCAA (2020) reported that a majority of student-athletes 
have experienced high levels of distress due to the pandemic.

We are here to support a safe return to campus and to sport, which includes your 
mental health and well-being. The constant influx of information, concern for 
personal and family health, change in daily routines, and plans to return to 
campus may generate a range of thoughts and emotions. Some common feelings 
include fear, anxiety, anger, confusion, sadness, isolation, grief/loss, 
demotivation, and emotional/physical exhaustion.

If you would like to talk to someone about how to navigate the ups and downs of 
being a student-athlete during this time, please contact Dr. Nicole Gabana, 
Director of Sport Psychology at ngabana@umass.edu. Dr. Gabana is available 
for individual virtual sessions, or can help connect with you an alternative 
provider at CCPH. These sessions are confidential and no issue is too small.

Utilizing support resources during times of adversity is a hallmark of resilience. 
As student-athletes, we are confident in your ability to navigate these 
challenges—we just want you to know that you don’t have to do it alone. 
Additionally, if you know someone who is struggling at this time, we encourage 
you to pass along this resource. We are in this together.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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SPORTS PERFORMANCE PLAN OF ACTION
QUARANTINE EXERCISE PLAN

• A group of student athletes will come down from their hotel room via the stairs. A 
coach will meet the players at the bottom of the stairs.

• Social distancing must be adhered to in the hotel as well as outside of the 
hotel.

• Masks must be worn at all times while coming down to exit hotel and 
during exercise. 

• Coach will escort players to open outdoor area (e.g., Boyden Fields) for 
exercise session.

• Players will remain socially distanced while in transport to open area.
• Once student-athletes complete workout, they will be escorted back to the 

hotel. 
• They will enter the hotel through the stairway entry and take stairs back to 

their assigned room. An individual still in hotel will have to let them back in.
• The student athlete should bring their dirty laundry loop with them to drop 

off to be washed. 
• Clean loop will be given to them before return to hotel for next day 

workout.

• Next group would be asked to meet the coach at the bottom of the stairs for the 
next session.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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SPORTS PERFORMANCE PLAN OF ACTION
STUDENT-ATHLETE RE-INTRODUCTION TO SPORTS 
PERFORMANCE

Phase One: Lasts 6-14 days; reconditioning / acclimation (exact length decided by 
Sports Performance / Medicine)

• Early introduction – clear COVID test and mandatory physical
• Pod system within each team to minimize contact (1 pod training inside 

facility at a time)
• Weight Room Available (based on staff schedule/facility 

availability/weather)
• Arrival/screening/entry/water/mask/exit protocols mandatory
• NCAA Compliance dependent and in conjunction with Sports Performance / 

Sports Medicine
• Minimal direct physical sport/skill stress – Sports Performance will 

handle reconditioning
• Re-introduce physical variables with appropriate dosage/frequency
• Can begin to introduce mental sport preparation (film, sport psych, etc.)

Phase Two: Lasts 6-14 days; accumulation / sport intro (exact length decided by 
Sports Performance / Medicine)

• Pod mixture possible (1-2 pods moves to 3-4)
• Weight Room Available (based on staff schedule/facility 

availability/weather)
• Arrival/screening/entry/water/mask/exit protocols mandatory
• NCAA Compliance dependent and in conjunction with Sports Performance / 

Sports Medicine
• Can begin to introduce physical sport preparation (skill development, 

technical/tactical execution, etc.)

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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SPORTS PERFORMANCE PLAN OF ACTION
WEIGHT ROOM - BOYDEN

• Group or Pod size determined from collaboration between sport coaching staff, sports 
medicine, sports performance, and administration. There will be a pre-determined schedule 
(appointment) of when they can use the facility to train. NO OPEN HOURS.

• MAX FACILITY CAPACITY = 68 (may not utilize full capacity due to logistics/staffing).
• Keys, phones, and other personal belongings will be dropped in predetermined location at 

individual work stations inside the Boyden weight room
• Student-athletes are REQUIRED to wear a mask upon entering the facility and they MUST

have a source of water for hydration during their training session.
• There will be ONE main entry way (Southeast Entrance for the Boyden Building) (see map on 

page 39). A staging area will be set up at the entry door where screening will occur before 
entry. Temperature check will occur.

• Pre-determined direction and flow will allow athletes to safely arrive at their workstation. Once 
the total group is prepared, one athlete will enter at a time until all have arrived at their 
individual workstation.

• Every aspect of training inside the weight room will occur on a rack/platform with minimal 
equipment amongst individuals from the same pod/group. All lifts will be executed without the 
assistance from spotters. The athlete will start and finish inside the 12ft x 12ft pre-designated 
space on the platform to minimize equipment cross-contamination of equipment 
(equipment/space sharing and foot traffic can be progressed in the future).

• After the conclusion of the session, athletes will (one by one) immediately exit through the 
doors closer to the ATR and walk by the equipment room to the exit.

• Further individual sanitization will be available at the exit.
• Sports Performance Staff will need 30 minutes from the conclusion of one lift, before the 

beginning of the next lift, to properly clean and sanitize all equipment and work stations.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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WEIGHT ROOM– CHAMPIONS CENTER

• Group or Pod size determined from collaboration between sport coaching staff, sports medicine, 
sports performance, and administration. There will be a pre-determined schedule (appointment) 
of when they can use the facility to train. NO OPEN HOURS.

• FACILITY CAPACITY = 19.
• Keys, phones, and other personal belongings will be dropped in a secure bin inside the facility.
• Bins will be disinfected between each use.
• Student-athletes are REQUIRED to wear a mask upon entering the facility. The only other thing 

they may bring into the facility is a water bottle or container of their choice. A specific, individual 
towel will be provided to them at their work station.

• Upon recommendation from our Sports Medicine staff, we will have a staging area where 
athletes can “stage” (6ft apart) after completing daily questionnaires, testing and screens.

• The staging area will be equipped with sanitizing stations, as well as bathroom availability, so 
athletes can safely prepare to enter the weight room as a group and prevent them from having to 
exit for any reason.

• Pre-determined direction and flow will allow athletes to safely arrive at their workstation. Once 
the total group is prepared, one athlete will enter at a time until all have arrived at their individual 
workstation.

• Every aspect of training inside the weight room will occur on a rack/platform with minimal 
equipment. All lifts will be executed without assistance from spotters. The athlete will start and 
finish inside the 8ft x 8ft pre-designated space on the platform.

• After the conclusion of the session, athletes will (one by one) immediately exit the building 
through the southwest door in Trigger Burke Lounge that leads out to the field.

• Further individual sanitization will be available at the exit.
• Any nutrition or supplementation can be issued outside, serving one player at a time as they exit.
• Sports Performance Staff will need 15 minutes from the conclusion of one lift, before the 

beginning of the next lift, to properly clean and sanitize all equipment and work stations.
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WEIGHT ROOM – FOOTBALL PERFORMANCE CENTER

• Group or Pod size determined from collaboration between sport coaching staff, sports 
medicine, sports performance, and administration. There will be a pre-determined 
schedule (appointment) of when they can use the facility to train.

• MAX FACILITY CAPACITY = 48 (may not utilize full capacity due 
to logistics/staffing).

• Keys, phones, and other personal belongings will be dropped in predetermined location at 
individual work stations inside the Boyden weight room

• Student-athletes are REQUIRED to wear a mask upon entering the facility. The only other 
thing they may bring into the facility is a water bottle or container of their choice. A specific, 
individual towel will be provided to them at their work station.

• Upon recommendation from our Sports Medicine staff, we will have a staging area where 
athletes can “stage” (6ft apart) after completing daily questionnaires, testing and screens.

• The staging area will be equipped with sanitizing stations, as well as bathroom 
availability, so athletes can safely prepare to enter the weight room as a group and 
prevent them from having to exit for any reason.

• There will be ONE main entry way (double doors across from ATR) (see map on page 39) 
• Pre-determined direction and flow will allow athletes to safely arrive at their 

workstation. Once the total group is prepared, one athlete will enter at a time until all 
have arrived at their individual workstation.

• Every aspect of training inside the weight room will occur on a rack/platform with minimal 
equipment. The athlete will start and finish inside the 8ft x 8ft pre-designated space on the 
platform.

• If any field work is required, it will take place at the completion of the lift. Players will exhibit 
physical distancing, with a pre-determined workspace and equipment availability (masks are 
not required with physical distancing outside)

• After the conclusion of the session, athletes will (one by one) immediately exit the building 
through the south doors leading to the field. 

• Further individual sanitization will be available at the exit. 
• Any nutrition or supplementation can be issued outside, serving one player at a time 

as they exit to the parking lot.
• Sports Performance Staff will need 15 minutes from the conclusion of one lift, before the 

beginning of the next lift, to properly clean and sanitize all equipment and work stations.
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WEIGHT ROOM – MULLINS CENTER

• Group or Pod size determined from collaboration between sport coaching staff, sports 
medicine, sports performance, and administration. There will be a pre-determined 
schedule (appointment) of when they can use the facility to train. NO OPEN HOURS. 
FACILITY CAPACITY = 29.

• Keys, phones, and other personal belongings will be dropped in a secure bin inside 
the facility.

• Bins will be disinfected between each use.
• Student-athletes are REQUIRED to wear a mask upon entering the facility. The only 

other thing they may bring into the facility is a water bottle or container of their choice. 
A specific, individual towel will be provided to them at their work station.

• Upon recommendation from our Sports Medicine staff, we will have a staging area 
where athletes can “stage” (6ft apart) after completing daily questionnaires, testing 
and screens.

• The staging area will be equipped with sanitizing stations, as well as bathroom 
availability, so athletes can safely prepare to enter the weight room as a group 
and prevent them from having to exit for any reason.

• Pre-determined direction and flow will allow athletes to safely arrive at their 
workstation. Once the total group is prepared, one athlete will enter at a time until all 
have arrived at their individual workstation.

• Every aspect of training inside the weight room will occur on a rack/platform with 
minimal equipment. All lifts will be executed without assistance from spotters. The 
athlete will start and finish inside the 12ft x 12ft pre-designated space on the platform.

• After the conclusion of the session, athletes will (one by one) immediately exit the 
through the back door of the weight room and exit out the practice rink hallway doors 
(see map on pg. 22)

• Further individual sanitization will be available at the exit.
• Any nutrition or supplementation can be issued outside, serving one player at a 

time as they exit.
• Sports Performance Staff will need 15 minutes from the conclusion of one lift, before 

the beginning of the next lift, to properly clean and sanitize all equipment and work 
stations.
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TEAM TRAVEL PROTOCOLS
GENERAL TRAVEL PROTOCOLS

• All CDC Covid-19 guidelines, including wearing mask and physical distancing, must 
be observed during all team travel.

• Travel parties will be limited to essential personnel (Tier 1) only.
• The following are considered Tier 1 personnel: student-athletes, coaches, and 

athletic trainer. 
• A request for all other personnel will have to be made to the Sport Program 

Administrator for approval.
• Extra student-athletes that will not be competing are not essential for travel 

(e.g. red shirt student athlete, injured student athlete)

TRANSPORTATION

Charter Bus
• First row in the bus will not be utilized by passengers
• Masks are to be worn by passengers and bus driver while on  the bus and when 

loading and unloading the bus.
• Student-athletes will sit in a single seat if possible. If this is not  possible, student-

athletes will pair up according to their living  situation (sit with their roommate).
• Single serving bottled water or electrolyte drinks can be  consumed on the bus. If 

possible, food should not be eaten on the bus.
• Travel party should be evaluated in advance of each trip to try to decrease the  

number of passengers when appropriate. Everyone in the  travel party must 
have a negative test prior to boarding the  bus

• Symptom screening and temperature check will be performed  prior to boarding the 
bus

• Bus driver will also provide a symptom screen prior to departure
• Hand sanitizer and disinfecting wipes will be provided on the  bus
• Ventilate the bus when possible (roof hatch)
• Restroom on bus can be utilized. Handle and fixtures should  be wiped down 

before and after use

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS  I ATHLETICS SPRING 2021 COVID PLAN
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Air Travel-Charter Flight
• Masks are to be worn by passengers and flight personnel  while on the plane
• Two student-athletes will sit in a row with the middle seat  open. If this is not 

possible or there are two seats next to each  other, student-athletes will sit 
according to their living situation  (sit with their roommate(s)).

• Single serving bottled water or electrolyte drinks can be  consumed on the 
flight. Food should not be eaten on the  flight. Travel party should be 
evaluated in advance of each trip to try to decrease the  number of 
passengers when appropriate. Everyone in the  travel party must have a 
negative test prior to boarding the  flight.

• Symptom screening and temperature check will be performed  prior to boarding the 
flight

• Hand sanitizer and disinfecting wipes will be provided on the  flight
• Restroom on flight can be utilized. Handle and fixtures should  wiped down before 

and after use

Air Travel-Commercial Flight
• All UMass personnel will be required to wear masks while on the plane
• Hand sanitizer and wipes will be provided so that each travel party member can 

wipe down their seating area.
• Will prioritize booking team members together in seats and rows to limit contact with 

other passengers outside of travel party.
• Snacks should be packed in order to avoid food courts and convenience 

stores while in the airport.
• Everyone should travel with an empty water botte that can be filled once 

past TSA.

Rental Vehicle 
• A coach or staff member will secure the rental vehicle. Contactless pick-up is 

preferred when available.
• Coach or staff member will wipe down inside of vehicle prior to team use.
• All team members should be wearing a mask in the vehicle.
• Ventilate the vehicle with open windows when possible.
• Vehicle is to wiped down at the end of each day of use.

TEAM TRAVEL PROTOCOLS
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TEAM TRAVEL PROTOCOLS
LODGING

• Cleaning protocols will be evaluated for any hotel prior to  booking
• Room pairings will be according to living situations on or off  campus. Plane/bus 

pairings should be the same for hotel.
• Room assignments for travel party should be discussed with your SPA. Where it is 

possible, staff should have their own room. If this is not  possible, the two individuals 
who are rooming together should  wear a mask in the room and look to wipe down 
shared  spaces (door handles, light fixtures, bathroom fixtures, etc.)

• Travel party will remain in the hotel during their stay  and should not congregate in 
communal areas at the hotel  (lobby, meeting rooms, etc.)

• No visitors in rooms. Only exception is visiting the athletic trainer for treatment or to 
meet a member of the coaching staff.

• Travel party should not utilize the fitness center when staying  in a hotel.
• Masks should be worn at all times except when student- athletes are in their 

room with their roommate
• Key packets and rooming list should be prepared by the hotel prior to arrival. 

Coach or staff member will go to check in and bring key packets to distribute 
on the bus. 

• Team members will get their luggage and go directly to their room 
assignment.

• No family visitation at the hotel (should be communicated prior to first trip). 
Student-athletes will be able to visit with their families post game with 
physical distancing and mask wearing in place. 

MEALS
• If dining in the hotel, meals should be pre-packaged or  boxed for individual pick 

up or if it is buffet style, the meal is being served to the individual as they go 
through the line. There  should be no sharing of serving utensils.

• Limit the number to six individuals per table
• Single serve beverages should be provided. No beverages in a pitcher.
• Pre-packaged snacks should be considered for travel party to consume post dinner 

in the evening so they are less likely to  leave their room.

TEAM TRAVEL PROTOCOLS
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TEAM TRAVEL PROTOCOLS
• Post-game meals when on the road must be pre-packaged meals only.  No shared 

meals (pizza).
• When possible, should plan to eat meal prior to getting on the bus or plane for  

travel. Physical distancing should take place. Beverages can be consumed during 
travel.

• There should be no meals consumed in a restaurant setting
• Masks should be worn at all times except when eating or drinking.

PRE-GAME AND POST-GAME TESTING
• All in-season competing teams will be tested a minimum of two times per week prior 

to travel. Some teams will be required to test three times per week.
• No one will travel unless they have a negative test prior to departure. An inconclusive 

test is not a negative test.
• Team travel parties travelling by bus, van, charter or commercial air will be tested in 

their locker rooms upon their arrival back on campus by the athletic trainer
• All travel party members must quarantine upon their return to campus until they get 

the test results back from the lab

SYMPTOMATIC INDIVIDUAL DURING TRAVEL
• If a member of the travel party should become symptomatic  during travel, they 

should be isolated immediately.
• Athletic Trainer contact team physician to discuss symptoms  and treatment plan
• If necessary, team physician will contact team physician from  host institution to 

provide access to treatment and/or COVID  testing.
• Work with host university to provide isolation housing on  campus (if 

available)
• Travel back to campus will be via a rental vehicle if possible  with driver and 

passenger each wearing full PPE (N95 mask,  protective eye wear, gown, gloves)
• If travel was via air transportation, each individual case will be  evaluated for best 

plan to isolate in place or to evaluate travel back to  campus. Travel back to 
campus would not be with the rest of the travel party.

TEAM TRAVEL PROTOCOLS
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TESTING PROTOCOL

Weekly COVID Testing
• Student-athletes, coaches and student facing support staff will be PCR 

tested twice a week throughout the spring semester.
• Testing will take place in the Boyden Classroom 51 during the spring 

semester.
• Teams that will be tested in Boyden are: MW Soccer, MW Lacrosse, 

Softball, Baseball, Field Hockey, MW Swim & Dive, MW Track and Field, 
MW Cross Country, Rowing, and Tennis.

• Football will test at the Football Performance Center.
• MW Basketball (Champions Center) and Ice Hockey (Mullins Athletic 

Training Room) will test three times per week during the competitive 
season. They will go to testing twice a week in their off season.

Testing For Competition
• UMass teams will have a PCR test within three calendar days of 

competition.
• UMass teams will have a PCR test within one calendar day of travel to 

competition.
• UMass testing will adapt to and meet other league/school protocols if they 

are above the current testing standard we are providing.
• Visiting teams will have to meet the testing standard of a PCR test within 

3 calendar days of competition or a rapid antigen test within 2 calendar 
days of competition.
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TESTING

RETURN TO CAMPUS / INITIAL TESTING - COMPLETE

ON CAMPUS STUDENT-ATHLETES  - ARRIVAL TO CAMPUS 
Testing Protocol

Coolidge Residence Hall or Mullins Center

• All players will report to Coolidge Residence Hall or Mullins Center for testing.
• Players will wait outside until prompted to enter for testing.

• ALL PERSONS MUST WEAR A MASK
• Once a player enters for testing there is no allowable physical contact 

allowed between them and their accompanying parties.
• After the test the players will proceed to the residence hall to move into their 

room assignment.
• Players will enter their residence hall and quarantine until a negative test result is 

confirmed.
• If you are coming in from a restricted travel state you will report to 

quarantine and be tested there.

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT-ATHLETES - ARRIVAL TO CAMPUS
Testing Protocol

Coolidge Residence Hall or Boyden Testing Center

• All players will report to Coolidge Residence Hall or Boyden Testing Center.
• Players will wait outside until prompted to enter for testing.

• ALL PERSONS MUST WEAR A MASK
• Once a player enters for testing there is no allowable physical contact 

allowed between them and their accompanying parties.
• After the test the players will proceed to their off campus residence to quarantine until 

a negative test result is confirmed.
• If you are coming in from a restricted travel state you will report to 

quarantine and be tested there.
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TESTING

MULLINS CENTER GAME OPERATIONS STAFF

Tier 2
• Game Operations personnel for events in the Mullins Center will have 

the following testing requirements:
• If a person working an event is a university employee, they will be 

expected to have a minimum of one negative test within 72 hours 
of the event they will be staffing. Appropriate PPE will be required 
at all times while working. They will be symptom checked prior to 
entry into the Mullins Center.

• If the person working is an external contractor, they will not be 
tested prior to the event. Select positions will be provided 
additional PPE, due to the nature of their position. They will be 
symptom checked prior to entry into the Mullins Center.

• Position assigned will take into account proximity to the Tier 1 
participants. Those that have been tested will be put in positions 
where there is possible interaction. 

• Those that have not been tested will be positioned to not have 
interaction with Tier 1 participants.

Tier 3
• Tier 3 personnel will not be tested prior to staffing an event. They will be 

symptom checked upon entry to the Mullins Center.
• Tier 3 personnel will not be permitted on the floor of the arena or near 

the ice. They are restricted to the concourse and upper bowl of the 
arena.

• Appropriate PPE will be required at all times while working.

Questions
• For testing related questions, please contact your supervisor or Jeff 

Smith (jbsmith@umass.edu).
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FACILITY ENTRY AND EXIT PLAN
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FACILITY ENTRY AND EXIT PLAN
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FACILITY ENTRY AND EXIT PLAN
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FACILITY ENTRY AND EXIT PLAN
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REFERENCES

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html

State of Massachusetts
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/reopening-massachusetts

NCAA Sports Science Institute
http://www.ncaa.org/sport-science-institute/core-principles-
resocialization-collegiate-sport

http://www.ncaa.org/sport-science-institute/resocialization-
collegiate-sport-action-plan-considerations

NATA Intercollegiate Council for Sports Medicine
https://www.nata.org/sites/default/files/icsm_return_to_campus_pa
cket_covid19.pdf
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COVID-19 DAILY EMPLOYEE 
SELF-CHECKLIST

APPENDIX A

Please fill out on the MyUMass app
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